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Jury Raps 
EKU Police 
I 
The Madison County 
Grand Jury has criticized 
Eastern's Division of Safety 
and Security for its hand- 
ling of a fire in Todd Hall 
Nov. 2. 
In its October report, the Grand 
Jury recommended that East- 
ern's security officers undergo a 
training program, which Presi- 
dent Robert R. Martin said Tues- 
day he has ordered into effect. 
President Martin said that he 
bad ordered the training pro- 
gram as * "corrective measure," 
but did not elaborate. 
"I expect the report was Jus- 
tified " he told The Progress, but 
•aid that sucha training program 
would not be necessary to cor- 
rect the specific Incident which 
"the report criticized—the 
failure of a security officer to 
remove    wadded paper from a 
Todd elevator    where the fire 
started. 
The   president said that the 
security    officer   involved was 
new to the force and had been 
working "a few days." 
All security officers are re- 
quired to enroll in at least one 
law enforcement course, he said. 
The report also criticised 
Todd Hall's counselors and di- 
rectors for not learning of the 
papers in the elevator and sug- 
gested they "make periodic 
checks of the building and the ele- 
vator." 
The report also suggested 
that residence hall students be 
taught the proper use of fire 
extinguishers and said that stu- 
dents tried to put the fire out 
but did not know how to operate 
the extinguishers. 
In other matters related to the 
fire, a contract was let Monday 
(Continued on Page Nine) 
Taylor Named 
Ail-American 
Teddy Taylor, Eastern's 
super - quick defensive 
guard, has been named a 
first team College Division 
Ail-American by the Asso- 
ciated Press. 
Taylor a senior and three- 
time All-Ohio Valley Conference 
selection, was selected to the 
AP squad released at 6:30 
this morning. 
■ 
I 
I 
TEDDY   TAYLOR 
AP writer Herschel Nissenson 
told The Progress late last night 
of Taylor's selection. Nissenson 
said from the AP»s New York 
bureau that Taylor had been a 
choice of a majority of the vot- 
ing sportswriters. 
Though only 6-0 and 200 
pounds Taylor has led the Col- 
onels "in tackles for three years 
and has specialised in breaking 
through offensive lines to nail op- 
posing    quarterbacks    for   big 
losses.     _^^^M. ^.^ - Taylor II' Baata Hi's firstflrst- 
team   All-American,      although 
numerous players    have gained 
second team recognition, includ- 
ing  three  in as   many  years. 
Defensive safety Buddy Pfaadt 
was   a   second  team selection 
in 1966,    flanker Aaron Marsh, 
in 1967   and guard Fred Troike 
in 1968.   Quarterback Jim Gulce 
was honorable mention in 1966, 
'67 '68   while Taylor was hon- 
orable mention in ' 67 and '68. 
"All I can say Is that nobody 
is more deserving than Teddy," 
Eastern    coach   Roy Kidd said 
when learning of Taylor's sele- 
ction. 
"He's as good and quick a de- 
fensive linemen as I've seen in the 
Ohio Valley Conference." 
Loadin' Em Up 
Where have all the leaves gone? With cold weatte* f"^' 
the campus leaves have bitten the dust. Here campus main- 
tenance workers  put  leaves from  the  ravine on 
prior to dumping them in a truck bed. 
a sheet 
(Staff Photo by Rick Ward) 
College Press Gathering Here 
Approximately 100 students 
from Kentucky coUege newspap- 
ers will be gathering on 
the Eastern campus today for 
the opening of the three-day fall 
conference of the Kentucky Inter- 
collegiate     Press Association. 
The Kentucky chapter of the 
Southern Universities Student 
Government Association,origin- 
ally scheduled to meet simul- 
taneously with KIPA, was can- 
ceUed early Wednesday by pre- 
sident Robert Warfield. He of- 
fered no explanation for the sud- 
den move. 
Craig Ammerman,former Pro- 
gress editor and KIPA president, 
said he expected about 15 news- 
papers to be represented at the 
conference    which has    drawn 
several   outstanding Journalists 
as speakers. 
Jim Host, Kentucky's commis- 
sioner of public information, will 
deliver a banquet address to the 
delegates Friday at 6:30 p.m. in 
the Student Union Building. 
Entertainment wUl be pro- 
vided for the conference by 
"The Results Unlimited," aSom- 
erset -based group. The dance is 
scheduled for 8 p.m. in Martin 
Hall and Is open   to the student 
body. 
KD?A speakers include Albert 
Allen, assistant managing editor 
of The Louisville Times; Paul 
Janensch. city editor of 
The ' Courier-Journal; Don 
Mills, editor of the Lexington 
Herald  and   Bert    MacMannls, 
vice   president of Readers' Di- 
gest. 
Representatives from Modera- 
tor and Savant magazines will 
conduct a Joint session explain- 
ing their student-oriented publi- 
cations and will then receive the 
reactions of the delegates. 
Individual, speciality sessions 
are planned for the young Journ- 
alists, Including topics of editor- 
ial writing, advertising and pro- 
motion, news writing, sports 
writing and photography. Profes- 
sional Journalists will speak on 
each topic. 
Dorman Cordell, Associated 
Press Chief of Bureau in Ken- 
tucky, and Jack Vlehman, execu- 
tive-secretary of the Kentucky 
Press Association, will lead a 
panel discussion on career op- 
portunities for young people in 
the field of mass communica- 
tions. 
Panellat for the education ses- 
sion include Ted Gilbert, chair- 
man of the Council on Public 
Higher Education; Dr. Willis 
Weatherford,president of 
Berea College; Dr. Thomas 
Cheaney, Kentucky State College, 
and Dr. Thomas Stovall, vice 
president for academic affairs 
and dean of the faculty at Eastern. 
The education session is sche- 
duled Saturday morning and will 
discuss the topics of statewide 
control of public Institutions 
by a state Board of Regents, the 
(Continued on Page Nine) 
Council 
Meets 
Friday 
State Agency 
To Examine 
Budgets 
The Council of Public 
Higher Education will meet 
tomorrow (Friday) to 
examine budget requests 
for Eastern and the seven 
other state-aided    colleges 
and universities. 
Eastern's request for the com- 
ing biennlum is $33.2 million, 
up 116 million from this biennlum. 
Other requests Include 1145 
million from the University of 
Kentucky, up $46 million; $32.5 
million from Western Kentucky. 
UP $14.5 million; $26.8 million 
from Murray up $12.5 million, 
and $23.6 million from Morehead, 
up $10.7 million. 
Also, the University of Louis- 
ville has requested $26.8 mil- 
lion, $20.6 million more than It 
is now getting, Kentucky State 
College has asked for $7.6 mil- 
lion, up $2.8 million, and North- 
ern Kentucky State College is 
seeking $3.7 million, its first 
request. 
The total of the requests is 
$302 million, $126 million more 
than the schools received this 
biennlum. 
The Council of Public High- 
er Education must approve the 
budgets before they go to the Fi- 
nance Department and the 1970 
General Assembly for their ap- 
proval. ■       
Popularity 
Contest 
Draws 14 
Fourteen seniors were chosen 
Monday evening at the Senior 
Class meeting as nominations 
for Mr. and Miss Popularity. 
Five men and five women were 
chosen, with two alternates in 
each division. 
Nominations for Miss Popular- 
ity are Shawna Cartwrlght, Linda 
. Chlsm, Sandy Hinger, Patty Ol- 
iver and Sandy Walter. Alternates 
are Shannon Logan and Merle 
Metellts. 
Nominations for Mr. Popular- 
ity are Jeff BonneU, Mike Bow- 
(Continued on Page Nine) 
WAR TO END WARS? 
HereVVietnam's Who, What, Where And Why 
(EDITOR'S NOTE — The following, a "who, what, when, 
*JFS? of Vietnam I. being ^^^g^^W^ 
wrvtre. Moat of the material has been adapted from "^^ 
m Vietnam." a report which ha. been prep ami * «»252 
Republican r°»o> Committee. The report has been ««**££ 
hv the late Sen. Kverett Dlrksen (RUL) a. a com 
authentic, well-documented historical report. ) 
I 
HISTORY 
Current hostilities in Vietnam 
arise directly from events follow- 
ing the close of World War H. For 
nearly two decades prior to the 
war Vietnamese nationalists, di- 
rected In large measure by Ho 
Chi MlntL had carried on an un- 
derground struggle for Indepen- 
dence from France. 
During World War II Ho Chi 
Minn, as head of the Vletmlnh, 
continued as the principal rally- 
ing agent for underground fac- 
tions opposed to both French and 
Japanese occupation. The United 
States and Nationalist China re- 
cognised Ho as the leader of the 
nationalist coalition. The United 
States supplied the Vletmlnh with 
arms and supplies and in turn 
received information on Japanese 
troop movements. 
Because of the outspoken United 
States opposition to colonialism, 
the Vletmlnh and all Vietnamese 
had reason to expect United States 
support for their claim to Inde- 
pendence following World War H. 
They had after all, fought on 
our side against both Japan and 
Vichy France. 
POTSDAM 
The Potsdam Agreement pro- 
vided that Chinese   Nationalist 
troops were to o-sarm and Intern 
Japanese forces north of the 16th 
parallel.  British troops were to 
perform   the same  task In the 
"°Oi>W. 2, 1945-foUowing the 
Japanese collapse-Ho Chi Minn 
proclaimed from Hanoi the In- 
dependence of all Vietnam. 
RETURN OF COLONIAL RULE 
TO SOUTH VIETNAM 
British occupation forces, un- 
der Major General Douglas Grac- 
ey put their own interpretation 
on* the Potsdam Agreement and 
proceeded to free and rearm the 
interned French and Japanese 
troops. On Sept. 23 1945, the 
British allowed 5,000 French 
paratroopers to depose the Vlet- 
mlnh government in Saigon. 
British and Japanese troops 
supported the French in engage- 
ments against Vietnamese units 
until enough French reinforce- 
ments- 50,000 of them-arrived by 
December of 1945 tore-establish 
total French domination In   the 
south.. 
General Douglas A. MacAr- 
thur, commenting on the use of 
Japanese soldiers to re- estab- 
lish European colonialism In 
.Vietnam, said: 
• 'If there is anything that makes 
my blood boil, it is to see our 
allies in Indochina and Java de- 
ploying Japanese troops to recon- 
quer the little people we promised 
to liberate. It is the most ignoble 
kind of betrayal." 
Following difficulties concerning 
import customs Jurisdiction, the 
French bombarded Haiphong har- 
bor    on Nov.   23, 1946, killing 
6 000   Vietnamese.     Thus, the 
French-Indochina War began. 
BROKEN PROMISES 
• In March, 1946, Ho Chi Minn 
and the French  representative, 
Jean  Sainteny,   negotiated    the 
following      agreement:  France 
recognised the Republic of Viet- 
nam as a "FrenchState" within 
the French Union, under Ho Chi 
Minn, with its capital at Hanoi. 
In return. Ho CM Minh agreed 
to the stationing of French troops 
in the north with the understand- 
ing that they would be withdrawn 
by 1951.   The French, agreed to 
permit a referendum as to.wheth- 
er all of Vietnam would become a 
unified,  independent state with 
the French Union. 
France neither withdrew troops 
nor held the election. On June 1, 
1946, the French recognised a 
puppet government in South Viet- 
nam. 
This obstruction to Vietnamese 
nationalism resulted in many 
Vietnamese-whether communist 
or not-fighting for eight years, 
under the banner of the Vletmlnh, 
against the French occupation 
forces. 
FIRST    AMERICAN   INVOLVE- 
MENT-AUGUST,   1950 
The first American military 
advisers arrived In Vletnam-35 
of them. By 1954, our aid pro- 
gram had totaled 2.8 biUiondol-, 
iars. As the French military col- 
laps* accelerated, we underwrote 
80%  of the cost of their war. 
President    Dwight    D. Eisen 
bower decided against direct in- 
tervention to support the French. 
He realised the application of mil- 
itary power would not resolves 
hopeless political situation in 
Vietnam. 
General Matthew B. Ridgeway 
wrote in his memoirs: _ 
"When the day comes for me to 
face my Maker and account for 
my  actions, the thing I would 
be most humbly proud of was the 
fact    that I fought against, and 
perhaps contributed to prevent- 
ing      the carrying out of some 
hare-brained   tactical   schemes 
wMch would have cost the lives of 
some thousands of men. To that 
list  of tragic     accidents that 
fortunately    never    happened I 
would add the Indochina interven- 
tion." 
•THE   GENEVA   CONFERENCE- 
ENDING THE FIRSTINDOCHINESE 
CONFLICT 
The Geneva Conference result- 
ed In two documents. The first 
an agreement on the Cessation of 
Hostilities in Vietnam was signed 
by the commanders-in-cMef, of 
the People's Army of Vietnam 
and the French Union Forces in 
Indo-Chlna; and the second, a 
Final Declaration of the Gen- 
eva Conference, was acceded to 
by voice by the assembly. 
The Geneva accords provided 
for: 
1. disengagement of Vietnamese 
and French troops by withdrawal 
above and below the 17th parallel, 
2. free movement of peoples 
from one tone to the other, and 
3. a free general election to 
be bald by July, 1956, to achieve 
territorial unity. 
In this regard the Conference 
noted of the 17th parallel that 
"the military demarcation line 
is provisional and should not in 
any way be interpreted as con- 
stituting a political or territorial 
boundary." 
Though the United States 
expressed reservations about the 
"Final Declaration," Under- 
secretary of State, Walter B. 
Smith, asserted that "the United 
States will refrain from the threat 
or use of force to disturb them." 
MORE BROKEN PROMISES 
1. The Geneva Agreement called 
for a national plebiscite in Viet- 
nam  by July, 1956, which was 
never held. 
2. Diem knew that were the 
election to be held it would be a 
popularity contest between him- 
self and Ho Chi Minh, and he knew 
Ho would quite likely win. 
3. President Elsenhower noted 
in his book. Mandate For Change: 
The White House Years that 
"had elections been held as 
of the time of the fighting, possibly 
80% of the population would have 
voted for the Communist Ho Chi 
Minh as their leader rather 
than Chief of State, Bao Dei. .." 
ORIGINS OF THE INSURGENCY 
During the summer of 1955, 
Ngo Dinh Diem replaced Bao 
Dai as head of the Republic 
of Vietnam, and although Ngo 
Dinh Diem possessed legitimate 
claims ss a Vietnamese national- 
ist his Catholic madarine back- 
ground and authoritarian inclina- 
tions doomed his efforts to es- 
tablish a viable separate state 
in South Vietnam. 
Diem, by 1957, had taken other 
actions which made the renewal of 
revolutionary    guerilla warfare 
both   inevitable  and successful. 
He suppressed all political op- 
position in the south, not only the 
Viet Cong   but also those who 
attempted to criticise him through 
the regular channels of Parlia- 
ment   and press.  His  adminis- 
tration drew to a large extent on 
the   Catholic refugees from the 
north, causing  the beginnings of 
friction with the largely Buddhist 
population of the south. 
Throughout history. Vietnam's 
thousands of villages were tradi- 
tionally governed by village chiefs 
and headmen. Diem chose to 
replace many of these village 
headmen with appointees of his 
new own from Saigon, causing 
deep resentment among the vil- 
lagers so governed. 
ELECTION OF SEPTEMBER 3, 
1967 
1. At the generals' insistence, 
the only serious peace candidate, 
Au Truong Thanh, was ruled off 
the ballot and the only nominee 
even remotely indentiflable as a 
national hero, >4aJor General 
Duong Van Minn, was refused 
permission to return to the coun- 
try, 
2. The government ruled any 
outright opponents off the ballot 
by banning candidates consid- 
ered to be Communist or 
"neutralists." General Ky brand- 
ed anyone who opposed the War 
Cabinet's policies as "traitors 
and bench men of the Com- 
munists." 
3. Press censorship prevailed 
during the campaign. 
4. The constitution in Vietnam 
supposedly In effect during the 
election of Thieu and Ky, guar- 
antees freedom of speech, re- 
ligion, civil rights, due process, 
and freedom of expression. Yet, 
no candidate or newspaper was 
allowed to attack the government 
or members of the government. 
5. Regardless of the will of 
the people, If the military lost 
the election, they reserved the 
right to overthrow the winner. 
Marshal Ky stated on May 13 
1967 "If he is Communist or If 
he is a neutralist I am going 
to fight him militarily. In any 
democratic country you have 
the right to disagree with the views 
of others." 
6. On Sept 16, 196T The New 
Republic reported: "The Thleu- 
Ky ticket ended up with less 
than 38% of 83% of less than 
33% of all voting age adults in 
South Vietnam." The definition 
of eligible voters excluded more 
than 67% who were labeled "neu- 
tralist" or "communist" or who 
were neither but were living in 
districts that the Viet Cong con- 
trolled. 
7. The following year, the then 
Vice President, Nguyen Ceo Ky 
described theSeptember 3 election 
as a "loss of time and money." 
He then went on to say, "They 
have served to Install a regime 
that has nothing in common with 
the people--a useless corrupt 
regime." 
• 
WHO ARE THE VIET CONG? 
The Viet Cong are overwhelm- 
ingly South Vietnamese. It is es- 
timated that about three-fourths 
are native South Vietnamese, 
169,000 out of 222,000, are report- 
(Continued oa Page Nine)     • 
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Suspense Is Gone 
Lottery Alleviates Much Uncertainty 
All of those eligible for the draft sat in- 
tently by the radio as they listened to the 
repetitious, droning of the commentator, 
September 14—001, April 24 — 002, etc. 
etc. 
Tense young ladies, nervously scanned 
the television screen as they looked for that 
particular date, increasingly aware of the 
importance that the luck of the draw would 
have on  "their" future. ■ 
Parents watched the draw, hoping that 
their sou would not, unlike his father, have 
to experience those same'fears and anguish- 
es in Southeast Asia to which he had be- 
come accustomed in the France of 1944 
and the now peaceful Pacific. Fathers were 
well acquainted with what may lie ahead in 
the event of a lottery position in that "up- 
per third." 
All of these feelings, and no doubt count- 
less others, were a part of the drama which 
millions of American experienced Monday 
night. 
For the first time since 1940, a lottery 
had been established as a means of meeting 
personnel requirements for the armed 
forces. 
In a period of less than two hours Mon- 
day night, men of the ages of 19 through 
26, suddenly became able with some degree 
of certainty to predict or plan their future, 
a luxury which they hadn't been able to 
enjoy since their 18th birthday. 
For those whose birthdate fell in the 
lower third, they experienced a unique real- 
ization of relief. No longer are they bur- 
dened with a military responsibility which 
only a short time ago seemed eminent. 
It was anti-climatic for those in the mid- 
dle third; the situation is much the same now 
as it was before the enactment of the lot- 
tery. Still they are in a realm of doubt and 
indecision, but now for only a maximum 
of one year. 
But for those draft eligible in the upper 
third, their draft future is sealed. At the 
1BIIIIIII 
Reflections 
By JOE EDWARDS 
While the topic of Morehead State Uni- 
versity is at hand, impartiality certainly 
doesn't describe the "chain gang" which 
worked during the Eastern-Morehead game. 
This writer — and several Eastern stu- 
dents sitting near me — noticed the down- 
markers joyously running along the side- 
lines after Morehead scored a touchdown 
or made a long gainer. Once the two offi- 
cials, who looked like students, tossed their 
markers in the air, and another time the) 
two leaped happily after an Eagle score. 
Perhaps I'm a victim of sour grapes, but 
I'm for impartiality on the part of officials 
regardless of the schools involved. 
* *    * 
The Eastern guys who had the gusto to 
lead the cheering at the Morehead game 
would make excellent male cheerleaders. 
How about it, fellas? 
* •  -* 
PREDICTION DEPARTMENT: Uni- 
versity officials will approve a "Miss East- 
ern" Pageant if a faculty-student committee 
will formally suggest it. Such a pageant 
would add much prestige to the University 
besides the benefits to the winner. A highly 
reliable source says, though, that students 
must suggest such a pageant and indicate 
that they definitely want it. 
I've said it before, now I'll say it pub- 
licly. In a nutshell, Eastern lacks a certain, 
intagible something — some call it "tradi- 
tk**/' others call* "dass." 
One football game at Morehead State 
University provides a striking contrast be- 
tween dear ol' Eastern and her sister school 
— a contrast in which Eastern finishes a 
poor second. 
In fact, Eastern's grid "show" doesn't 
even rate a first down when pitted against 
the Eagles' home contests. 
First, there's a cannon which Morehead 
students ignite each time the Eagles score. 
Sure, maybe it's silly — but if it fires up 
the players, I don't know of a coach in the 
country who wouldn't welcome it. 
And about the only things Eastern lights 
up after touchdowns are the fans' cigarettes. 
Next there is the mascot — live and in 
person, as an advertisement might say. A 
student (presumably) dressed as an eagle 
accompanied the band and helped lead the 
cheering. 
Eastern's nearest thing to a mascot is 
ol' Dan'l. Maybe I'm not very sentimental, 
but a statue in the center of campus doesn't 
exactly make me whoop it up for my be- 
loved Eastern.    / 
Finally, there was just plain crowd en- 
thusiasm — plenty of posters at the end of 
the stadium and students who apparently 
were interested in yelling for their team 
more than pouring their own drinks. 
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demise of their deferment or during the 
next calendar year their chances of military 
induction are very high. For these there is 
little doubt. 
In the absence of a voluntary armed 
forces, compulsory military service is the 
price the youth of this nation must pay to 
assure the continuity of our way of life. But 
the draft in its form prior to the lottery sys- 
tem was a near immoral burden on a young 
man. 
It kept him in a state of suspended ani- 
mation for seven years. He was unable to 
make definite plans for his future, or in 
many cases was he able to obtain suitable 
employment because of his draft status. 
The lottery, while not abolishing com- 
pulsory military service or the draft, does 
provide some basis for prediction and cer- 
tainty. No longer Is the future of young^ 
men shrouded by an abstract khaki cloud. 
He now has some measure of assurity, 
one way or the other. 
The lottery is not a solution to the prob- 
lems of the draft. More extensive reform 
is much needed. But to most young men, 
much of the mystery and suspense which 
has been characteristic of the draft is over, 
and that sickening seven years of suspended 
animation has been markedly decreased. 
KIPA And KCC 
Enough Said 
Conferences Indicative Of Positive Action 
dent involvement and resulting ef- 
fective organization is^.a difficult factor to 
adrieve on college campuses. 
This lack of concern is evidenced by the 
general apathy which is too often char- 
acteristic of student groups. 
In most instances the slim bond of aca- 
demia or group identification among stu- 
dents seems inadequate to prompt positive, 
coordinated action. 
However, this weekend, two statewide 
collegiate organizations will    tackle    the 
The Money Grab Begins 
problems, of^dudeot,, action and. involve- 
ment on two different levels. 
The Kentucky Intercollegiate Press As- 
sociation meeting in Richmond will dis- 
cuss major areas of concern on Kentucky 
college campuses. 
In the sessions the group will evaluate 
individual campus problems and < discuss 
solutions on the local level. 
Nationally renowned journalists will 
speak to the KIPA delegates concerning 
Meeting simultaneously at General Buffer* 
State Park in Carrolton will be the Ken- 
tucky College Conference. In contrast to the 
local approach characteristic of the KIPA 
meeting, the KCC will take a unified ap- 
proach to campus problems throughout die 
state. 
The purpose of their meeting will be to 
"organize all  Kentucky college students 
(Continued on Page Three) 
Education Will Be Crucial Legislative Topic 
By CRAIG AMMERMAN 
Staff Writer 
The biggest money grab in Kentucky's 
history will be part of the upcoming, three- 
ring circus commonly known as the Legis- 
lature. 
Education will certainly be the featured 
attraction of this bi-annual, two-month ses- 
sion, and with curtain time for the big 
show barely a month o|r", the entire picture 
is muddled and confused. 
Almost    every    conceivable    education 
agency is after a giant hunk of the pot of 
gold, while Gov. Louie B. Nunn gives signs 
of shrinking the pot. 
For starters there's the University of Ken- 
tucky, four regional universities, Kentucky 
State College and at least 16 community 
colleges screaming for an increase in state 
support. 
The University of Louisville says it should 
be part of the state system. A group of 15 
private colleges have banded together in an 
effort to attain public subsidy. The Ken- 
tucky Education Association has launched 
a massive drive for higher pay for secondary 
and elementary school teachers with the 
threat of strike hanging ominously over- 
head. 
The Kentucky Government Council, with 
support from several, influential state-4egis- 
lators, says the state system should be gov- 
erned by one body, a Board of Regents with 
a chancellor, in an order somewhat similar 
(Continued on Page Three)  . 
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Mylar. How A War Brutalizes A People And A Nation 
•s . _  ... _. - i.,     .,  Ml/.r-rtiv« term       remained around our Vietna 
By CARL T. ROWAN 
O Lord my God, if 1 have done this, 
If there it wrong in my hands, 
If I have requited my friend with evil 
Or plundered my enemy without cause, 
Let the enemy pursue me and overtake me 
And let'him trample my life to the ground 
And lay my soul in the dust.   Selah. 
Psalms VII, 1-5 
Perhaps it is not this prayer, but surely 
some prayer is being offered up these days 
by Americans who Jiave heard or read the 
interview with Paul  Meadlo, who admits 
that he helped kill some 370 South Viet- 
namese men, women, and children last year. 
No sensitive American can  absorb the 
- ghoulish account of this massacre in Mylai 
hamlet without feeling a measure of per- 
sonal guilt.  For this is not merely an ac- 
count of war brutalizing one lieutenant, or 
one 20-year-old infrantryman, or one pla- 
toon; it is a story of how war brutalizes a 
people and a nation. , / 
I remember the acute distaste with which 
President Lyndon B. Johnson sent the first 
American planes to bomb North Vietnam. 
I remember the way he would grill the 
military chiefs, demanding to know if they 
could really make their attack "surgical" so 
as not to kill civilians. But civilians were 
killed and Washington was pained and rue- 
ful — until time inured it to bombing and 
death. 
I remember Johnson's fear that some- 
how, once American combat troops were 
committed, it would come to be viewed as 
a war in which white men with superior 
arms suppressed, oppressed, and killed 
Asians. 
So Johnson kept emphasizing that there 
was no blood lust, just a noble desire to 
"join in the defense and protection of free- 
dom of a brave people." 
But what a cruel difference three years 
of warfare can make. 
On March 25, t^SV, Johnson says to the 
nation with sincerity: 
"This is no struggle of white men against 
Asians... 
"The United States looks forward to the 
day when the people and governments of all 
Southeast Asia may be free from terror, 
subversion, and assassination." 
But by March \6, 1968, it has become 
commonplace for GIs to refer to the South 
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(Continued from *»f» Two) 
into a strong collective body." 
The immediate project of the group Will 
be to work with the meeting of the up- 
coming state legislature in regard to legis- 
lation effecting the Kentucky collegiate 
community. 
Their long-range goal will be to set up a 
permanent organization which will coor- 
dinate athletic, academic, and social pro- 
grams on a statewide basis. .--' 
At a time when much publicity fe given 
to the destructive and negative attitudes of 
alsmall minority of college students, little 
is said of meetings such as these which are 
the basis of much constructive and positive 
student actions. . 
The results of these meeitngs will neither 
be revolutionary nor monumental, yet they 
will do much to enlighten the participating 
students to the possible solutions to their 
individual problems, and to the broad con- 
cept of collective action. 
Knowingly or not, the upcoming weekend 
will be an important and beneficial one for 
Kentucky's college students. 
(Continued from Vfef* **•) 
to the ones used in California and New 
York. State college and university presidents 
violently disagree. 
No matter what becomes of all the pro- 
posals, and many different things could 
actually happen, the loser will apparently 
be education, and in the long run Kentucky. 
Gov. Nunn, has cast an air of doubt over 
the budget requests of state universities 
with a statement that said Kentucky could 
only afford what was essential, whatever 
that may be. 
Last year Nunn authorized the establish- 
ment of a four-year college in northern Ken- 
tucky, but officials at Northern Kentucky 
Community College, the site of the new 
school, say they believe that the proposed 
college may yet fall by theNvayside. 
In response to critics of the mushroom- 
ing community college structure, the Coun- 
cil on Public Higher Education employed a 
consultants' firm to study the situation. That 
report is expected to be released soon, and 
most observers believe it will call for a stop- 
page in growth. 
However, Nunn has already assured the 
existence of at least one more two-year 
school. It will be located in Glasgow, the 
governor's home town. 
The University of Louisville *was prom- 
ised a place in the state system two years 
ago by the last session of the Legislature. 
Recent acts by U,of L and UK virtually as- 
sure that the proposed merger is many years 
off, if, in fact, it ever comes about. 
Education was the biggest benefactor of 
the last formal meeting of state lawmakers. 
A hike in the state sales tax to five per cent, 
one of Nunn's best accomplishments, off- 
set a previous slash while at the same time 
giving education the biggest share of the 
tax dollar. 
Now, the outlook is less than optimistic. 
Many legislators favor exemptions for 
food, clothing and medicine from the sales 
tax, education's biggest supporter. An in- 
/ crease in taxes is," not even being considered 
in the wake of much dissatisfaction with 
the last boost. 
Numerous state agencies are demanding 
a giant boost in their funds with claims 
that education took too much of the total 
budget last time. 
Much jockeying remains to be done. State 
college and university presidents do still 
carry political influence and they will no 
doubt muster every ounce of support possi- 
ble. But the cards are not stacked in their 
favor. . 
Education, the state's biggest political 
football and its. hppe for the future, is at 
least a- two-touchdown underdog. 
Vietnamese as ^ooks, a pqorative term 
full of racial contempt and hostility. And 
we have Meadlo's description of the reac- 
tions of the South Vietnamese when the GIs 
sent to protect them from "terror, sub- 
version, and assassination" arrived in Mylai 
hamlet: 
"They were begging and saying no. . no, 
and the mothers were hugging their child- 
ren, but they kept right on firing. We kept 
right on firing. They were waving their 
arms and begging." 
There was compassion in the voice ot a 
reluctant warrior, Lyndon Johnson, when 
he said in March 1965: 
"The military actions   of    the   United- 
States will be. . .at the lowest possible cost 
in human life to our own allies, to our own 
men, and to our adversaries, too." 
But three years later American soldiers 
are herding old men, women, and babies 
together, pushing them into a ravine where 
they are raked with automatic- fire from 
M-16 rifles. 
Asked how a GI who was himself a 
father could shoot babies, Meadlo respond* 
"I  don't  know.  It's  just one'of them 
* IMs   indeed. It is the thing that has 
stripped away whatever cloak of morality 
i i t mese commit- 
ment. 
It has given an answer to those who con- 
tinue to urge President Nixon to revert to 
a "win" policy and go for all-out military 
victory. There can be no victory for'us be- 
cause the South Vietnamese people — not 
the leaders whose necks are in jeopardy, 
but the villagers — must now hold us in 
even greater contempt than the murderers 
and assassins  who come down  from the 
North. 
And how, now.  can the Saigon regime 
ever deserve the respect of  the masses? 
When it oucht to be expressing outrage, the 
ancriest indignation, it seeks to hide an in- 
credible atrocitv. The Thieu   regime is so 
callous as to denv that the Mvlai massacre 
ever occurred, even though its ally shows 
the blood on its hands and cries, mea culpa. 
Who amonc us can say that Mylai is the 
onlv hamlet in which an American platoon 
commander has cried, "There's a gook! Kill 
him?" In our hearts we must assume that 
this is not the only atrocity committed by 
our side. 
And the record is full of atrocities on the 
other side. 
Simple humanity cries Out for the leaders 
on both sides to rise above national pride, 
above face-saving, and bring this bestial 
conflict to a rapid end. .  
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'"EASY RIDER' IS TERRIBLY POWERFUL! " 
-HICHAM) GOLDSTEIN. N.V. TIMES, 
"WILL KNOCK YOU OUT OF YOUR SEAT!' 
" EXTRAORDINARY ACHIEVEMENT!" 
1 -'Hewwrutuc 
"THE IMPACT IS DEVASTATING!" 
-JUDITH CRIST. NEW YORK MAGAZINE 
"A MAJOR RAKEHELL FILM !" 
■ 
This is how Christmas 
should come to a woman... 
with elegance, 
splendor, 
and love. 
*:i ■■ 
-ABC-TV 
-TIME 
"THE REAL THING!" "STUNNING!" 
-RENEIOPE GIUIATT. THE NEW YORKER - CBS RADIO 
"ROUSING, RHYTHMIC, SPLENDID!" 
-ANDREW SARRIS. VILLAGE VOICE 
"A VIBRANT, BRUTAL ESSAY." 
-nAVBW 
" ELOQUENT, AND IMPORTANT!" 
-JOSEPH MOROENITERN. NEWSWEEK 
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Lavish her with 
Emeraude... the famous 
fragrance that makes her 
feel "more of a woman". Marvellously refreshing Flacon Mist 
and luxurious Dusting Powder, wrapped for the giving 
in rich green velours. Just $550 
RUB*   Pr!TER FONDA-DENNIS HOPPER NCHOLSON 
SS!^,    COLOR    g] mmcTtp     FOR 18' s AND OVER •* 
COTY, NEW YORK 
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FASHION-SETTERS 
This perky twopiecer Is just Gift-giving soon? Giving or 
another holiday season ex- getting, there's much hap- 
ample of the smartness-at- piness to be had when the 
reasonable price you find at sweater is a Pringle of Scot- 
the U. Shop. Cute flip skirt? land. The V-neck 1s just one 
You'll flip for the rope belt of a complete line of rea- 
and collar tassels, too. sonably priced fashion- 
makers at the U, Shop. 
MASTE8.CHARGE 
Baakamerleard 
And 
Stadent Charge 
212 Woftr St. 4234474 
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Now! The First Men's Fragrance 
That's "totally and Unmistakably Male! ■ 
A pendant is a personal thing. 
Like all fine jewelry. If it's right, 
you'll wear it always. If iff not, 
if II never left* your Jewdry 
box. An O.B. diamond pendant 
can make sure ttft right for you. 
McCORD 
Inspired by the Roman I A\\ of Wine, Women & Song 
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Early Calendar? 
An ad hoc Eastern com- 
mittee is studying a change 
in the University's acade- 
mic calendar in which clas- 
ses would open in late Aug- 
ust and end in early May 
If approved, the calendar 
change would be similar to the 
one now used at the University 
of Kentucky   In which final ex- 
State Government Council 
Recommends 'Super Board' 
amlnatlons for the fall semester and UK   would be nearly ldentl- 
are taken oetore Christmas va-  cal. 
cation UK this  year    began classes 
Eastern   President Robert R.  Aug. 25  and final exams  for the 
Martin said    Tuesday that any fall semester   will end Dec. 20. 
such change   probably would not Spring Semester will begin Jan. 
affect      next   year's (the 1970) 12 and end May 9. 
academic calendar. Dates for Eastern's   session 
President Martin added that, If would remain similar to ones now 
approved the change would mean used. 
»»** the calendars for Eastern    Eastern,s     Bcu6 of Regents 
would have to approve any such 
change for It to become official 
University policy. 
The committee studying the 
change includes Executive Dean 
J.C. Powell as chairman, nine 
other administrators or profes- 
sors and two students. 
Search Policy Upheld 
Breckenridge Responds To Letter 
Eastern's    room    search ldent James V. P'ellegrlnon, who «tudent of the purpose requiring 
™1WA«  h«L  K^«   05S5 a** r^^Mtod the attorney gen- •ntraace to his room." 
Kelhtw .Of"1   uP*?eld sral's opinion. "Tha personal belongings of a 
by Kentucky Attorney Gen-     Brecklnridge   ruled   that the 'tudent will not be searched ex- 
eral John  B. Brecklnridge. policies, on pages 57 and 58 of cent in rare Instances in which 
the Student Handbook, constitute danger to the safety of the oc- 
"no infringement of the federal eupants and/or building appears 
Brecklnridge    supported   the and. state constitution provisions to exist" 
three policies   Nov. 18 in a let- p r 0 h 1 b.l t i n g unreasonable     "to the event of the necessity 
ter to Student Association Pres- search"       since       University *« •»ch a search, the student 
Advantage? 
A  single     Board of Regents,  versity's     Adron Doran, West- 
headed by a chancellor, has been ern Kentucky University's Dero 
recommended   by   the Kentucky Downing and Kentucky 
Government     Council   to    co-   College's  Carl Hill, 
ordlnate   higher   education      in 
Kentucky. ....       Eastern President Robert 
Three   college 
Kentucky have 
the proposed   "super   board.     said ^ vovl(J j^^g lt .«in due 8 
They are Morehead   State Unl- tlm 
The advantage of having' a Volkswagon is that it can squeeze 
into parking places other cars can not. But the disadvantage 
is the lack of effort needed for pranksters to do things 
such as this, which was done on Kit Carson Drive. 
State ^r&waws:::^^ 
I 
Mulebarn 
I Closed 
Til Spring 
*l 
I MATCHING WITS 
searches are reasonable exer- 
cises "of an authorized admin-" 
istratlve function." 
PoUclee   Reasonable 
( oaPageNlae) 
Studio 
Productions 
Begin Today 
«    presidents in Martin declined comment for print& 
publicly opposed   Tuesday on     the proposal,  but 8 
US 
Academic Bowl Is Tuesday 
Bob Tarvln, director of studc 
•i: activities and organizations, an- 
Studlo productions under the di- 
rection of students enrolled la 
Drama   440 (Directing I) will be 
HOME COOKING 
You Are Always Welcome at... 
GOLDEN RULE CAFE 
We are known for good food. 
Home of delicious Homemade Bread 
The ruling also pointed out 
that the policies are reasonable, 
"giving emphasis ... to pro- 
viding s positive regard and res- 
pect for student privacy by re- 
% Ilounc^d yesterday~tbat the *lule- ^lrjnl"f0,Jncem^t * ****• E"-**    *** •^"waorrow 
# barn   Is     closed    until spring 9°**' »W limiting entrance in the from 5 to 7 p.m. in Pearl Buch- 
$ because  of  cold    weather and occupant's absence and search of anaa Theatre. 
S lack of heating facilities In the Personal belongings to emergen-     "Tha Sandbox.'' a one-act, will 
The first annual Acade-round. Each Greek organization ,:? building. All parties which were1 c1?*' *na\■* «"•*»»»■■if™ »d- be directed by PatriciaBehrendt. 
mic Bowl will be next Tues- has been placed Into one of three et meeting at 8:30 p.m. for the previously scheduled   have been 
day at 7 p.m. in the Black brackets, with the winner of each finals. 
Room, Moore Science Build- bracket   meeting   In   the final     Tau   Kappa Epsilon is offer-     "Response   in the last month 
ing   a   $100  scholarship to  the to the_  new facility improved," 
winning Greek organization 
organization may 
sent the scholarship to tne per- I«B     »»  *w«~     -«»*   ~» the o^ interest of the Uhlrer- I son of their choice. insulation will be added." sity „ 
SSS&S^:*:::::*^^ "The reguUtion Is In our o- 
pinlon  a  valid, one,  based on 
ing, under the sponsorship round. 
of Tau Kappa Epsilon Fra-     The brackets are: First, Chi 
ternity Omega, Alpha Gamma Delta, Al- 
canceled    until further notice., f/wktont or his designs* for sn.Dsbnis RickwaUL Dan Kent,Mike 
appa silo is offer-     es o se   i  t e l«t^ o t   *£SEHZ?& ruled that ''MSSTk-l* a 
pha Delta PI, Kappa Phi  Delta, 
All fraternities and sororities Kappa Delta and Delta  Theta 
at Eastern have been invited to Sororities.     Second,   Phi Delta *S:W:*itfKw; 
participate and "matcheach's wit Theta,   Beta   Omlcron Gamma, S 
and knowledge." Omega  Phi  Psi, Alpha Chi Al- £: 
Final competition will be bet- pha and Theta Chi Fraternities. :■:• 
ween fraternity and sorority with Third, Sigma Nu, Delta Upsllon, *: 
questions  of  a  general nature    P1   Kappa   Alpha>  Kappa Alpha g 
uarsmp w cne ~ ««   ™" ^wftuiVIi   *• glides are "nscssssxy in one - act   version   of the re- . The ^J*^V .^ " th^con- ^ ^ tat0rMte « ^ hmUh ^^^ ^StSSn^mS^ 
in turn, pre- tinned .M"^"****^ and welfare of all students and "The Pantasttcta?^«^bM?flf 
ihi t  the - ing . Is reopened .heating   and t   „_.. to o M * m. nlw. wj- ^ „. N.„ RJ^T iZZ 
623-9969 South   First   Street 
from each academic field which 
will be supplied from instructors 
in each of these departments. 
Each entry will be comprised 
of three undergraduates and one 
alternate from the organization. 
Organizations reaching the final 
round must keep the same 
entrants used in the preliminary 
and  Beta Omlcron Chi F rater- :* 
nltles. ;.■■: 
The first bracket, consisting £: 
of the sororities, will begin ativ 
7 p.m. The second bracket will •:;*: 
compete   at   8   p.m.  The  third 
bracket will meet next Wednes- Sigma Nu's completed the 74- 
day, at 7 p.m. in competition mile run to Morehead in sis hours 
with the winners of third brack- to present their  carried trea- 
Sigma Nu's Carry 
Football 74 Miles 
cast art Nan Frits, Larry 
Pergram Bob Gray, Jenny Mad- 
dox, Michael Sher and John Cur- 
applicable law," he ruled. 
Be sure to visit the 
Trading Past 
for those everyday frontier prices. 
Across from Daniel Boone 
Fried Chicken 
EASTERN BY-PASS 
tfm*^ 
_ ....... 
* -—1 '•''■ T 
HAMMOND'S 
Barber & Style Shop 
WlthlB 
Brecklnridge .also noted that' 
the policies are wiuiln the area 
in which the General Assembly 
BY JEFF BONNELL sure   ~   a   football   -   to  BmttJEEJiiS'S?"™9*** 
Staff Reporter Football Coach RoyKldd prior to W The  pSctos uJSid Include: 
Twenty-eight tired but happy the   Eastern - Morehead fool-    "student rooms will be entered 
ball game Nov. 22. by University staff members only 
The 28 runners ran in heats after knocking and apprising the 
with each man completing about' 
three miles. Following Route 25 
out of Richmond, the men, 
dressed in World War I flying 
helmets complete with goggles 
and warm clothes to keep the cold 
November air out, followed sel- 
domly traveled roads as advised 
by  the  Kentucky State Police. 
A .cutting   from "Desire Un- 
der the Elms." under the direction 
of Vicki McDowell, features Bob 
Carver. 
«7 
Jacque Brown, Susie Womack 
and Joe Bricking comprise the 
cast for a scene from "Diary 
of Ann Frank," directed by Tony 
i   Penny Hasekoester, Jer- 
Parks and Dick Valea, 
A second group of productions 
will be presented Dec Handle. 
razor cutting, trims, flat-tops 
styling & coloring 
wo need your hood to run our business 
3 Barbers to Serve You 
7:00 A.M. - 6:30 P.M. 
New Richmond Hotel 128 East Main 
623-5604 
Miss Eastern Pageant 
In Works For Campus 
•■..'« 
1" * 
*■#• 
Members of the Miss Eastern     The committee plans to open 
„ , , ■ ,.  Pageant Committee plan to meet nominations for "Miss Eastern" 
One runner  completing ahalf- by the and of this week to or- to    all    student   organisations 
i   T.*^.       minutes,   was ganite the entry of "Miss East- through       their      sponsorship 
nearly hi   by a passing truck. ern» ^ ^ ^^ ^   Km_ of nomlnaes. 
TheUstruMerappr<)ach^metuc^Scholaj^pafWnt K  mtry m tot „mu ^^ 
outskirts of Morehead at 10 a.m.     ^ ^cks    Scholarship   Pageant" 
After waiting several hours, the Committee members are Kathy la approved, the committee will 
entire fraternity was given a Breuel, Christy Coata, Wanda 5, responsible for planning an 
police escort through downtown Creed, Sandra Cummins, Louisa on 1- campus "Miss Eastern" 
Morehead to the Morehead State Flook, Becky George and Con- pageant. 
University football stadium. Af- nle Haney. Eastarn   President Robert R. 
ter each team had been introduced Also Clara James, Merle Jud- Martin told The Progress recen- 
to the fans, prior to the first son, Jane Kunkel, Diana Martin, tly mat the «dministration would 
klck-aff, Coach Roy Kldd was Diana Moore, Sue Ellen Ouellette, considar the approval of a' 'Miss 
presented the carried ball by the (Mildred Payne,._Rancy Vater, E--tern" Pageant if requested by 
men of the fraternity. Sandy Waljftptofbf  MBflllli. tttK tot organisations. 
'   ■:■■■■ '1. «i>! 
F , w    v t ast ' 
His story 
was censored... 
But some got through. They'll tell you their stories — 
unabridged. 
Unabridged — that's the kind of Europe we give you. 
Involvement with the total culture: talking, listening, 
meeting, sharing. 
Sure, you'll get the sights, the beaches, and some 
swinging parties —and you'll enjoy them. But then, 
anybody can give you those. We give you the facts 
behind the sights, the reasons behind the events. 
And we do it through the people. _ 
We dish up the real Europe —from the mod up-beat 
action of Carnaby Street to the philosophical intensity 
of the Left Bank. 
You get the agony and the ecstasy; action and 
involvement. Because that's what Europe is all about 
Institute of Cultural Education  .   P.O. Box 2388. Cincinnati. Ohio 
Clip and mail this coupon today. 
INSTITUTE OF CULTURAL EDUCATION 
P.O. Box 2388. Gwynne Building. Cincinnati. Ohio 45201 
Please send me the full color, .illustrated booklet. "European Dis- 
covery— 1970 College Student Programs", available at ho cost to 
(PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 
NAME 
CURRENT 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
TELEPHONE 
HOME 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
P.S.   We advise those desiring a hold-my-hand-trom-monument-to- 
monument student tour, to look elsewhere. 
m 
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I 20 Students 
Eastern Progress, Thurs., Dec. 4, 1969, Pofl« $ 
f 
I To Be Interns 
Twenty students will be selec- 
ted frOm Kentucky univer- 
sities and colleges to partici- 
pate in a Legislative Intern Pro- 
gram to be held throughout the 
1970 session of the Kentucky 
Mate Legislature. Eastern may 
nominate six students. 
Dr. Frederic D. Ogden, dean 
of the college of arts and scie- 
nces, should be contacted im- 
mediately In order to file an ap- 
plication. Deadline for applica- 
tions is next Wednesday. 
I 
"    4 > 1 
Applicants should have the fol- 
lowing qualifications; a) An over- 
all grade point average of 2.8 
or better,    b) While no major 
is required, a background in po- 
ittcal science, history, business 
administration,  economics, soc- 
iology   or psychology is   pre- 
ferred, c) Candidates should have 
a genuine interest' in a possible 
career Involving public service, 
d) They should possess qualities 
of Industry, integrity and   have 
proven   records  of involvement 
in campus activities. 
-   Two   additional qualifications 
include  a  standing of a second 
semester Junior or above, as of 
February, 1970, and personalit-. 
les which /will enable Interns to 
work pleasantly with members of 
the   Legislative   and   Executive 
branches   under  intense,  pres- 
sure-filled, circumstances. 
Interns will received $225 a 
month from the state. They will 
register at Eastern and pay the 
usual tuition and fees. They will 
lEKU Funds 
Municipal 
Seminars 
reside in Frankfort from Dec. 
28 until May 23. 
While the legislature Is In ses- 
sion, the Interns will be assigned 
to duties by the various legis- 
lators and/or legislative com- 
mittees to whom they are as- 
signed. During this time the In- 
terns wiU attend a series of 
seminars on the legislative pro- 
cess. 
Following adjournment of the 
legislature, the interns will have 
a one-week vacation. Upon their 
return, they will be enrolled in 
two seminars, one on Kentucky 
state government and constitut- 
ion, and another on contempor- 
ary problems in state govern- 
ment administration. 
The program will be directed 
by Dr. Joseph A. Uveges, Jr., 
who will be on leave from -the 
Department of Political Science 
of Western Kentucky University. 
Interns will be able to earn 
approximately 14 semester hours 
of academic credit 
Since the program will begin 
Dec. 29, arrangements will have 
to be worked out for interns from 
Eastern to complete the work for 
the current semester. . 
Eastern is conducting a ser- 
ies of seminars on municipal 
government in 11 Kentucky cit- 
ies. 
The sessions, which wlU em- 
phasise administration,v fiscal 
control, taxation, public re- 
lations, and other subjects, are 
being conducted by Eastern's In- 
stitute of Government in the po- 
litical science department. 
•Representatives of 6S cities 
are expected to attend the meet- 
ings in the 11 regional centers, 
according to Rodger S. Gunn, 
assistant professor of political 
science. 
He said "special topical con- 
sideration" at the meetings will 
be determined by regional and 
local needs. 
Professor Gunn said the In- 
stitute, by combining the re- 
sources of political science, ec- 
onomics, business administra- 
tion, accounting, geography and 
other departments at Eastern, 
offers to local governments "high 
quality consulting service without 
cost, except for Incidental ex- 
penses." 
About 90 per cent of the cost 
of the seminars Is paid by the 
Institute with funds from Federal 
Title I and the Commonwealth. 
Civil, professional, service and 
other organizations are Invited to 
take part In the seminars. 
At each regional city, four 2 
1/2-hour sessions are held under 
the direction of members of  the 
Institute staff. The series opened 
In Corbln Nov. 18. 
Stockton's 
Dru&s 
Main Street 
Welcome 
Eastern 
Students 
and 
Faculty 
623-3248 
"CALL   US 
FOR YOUR 
DRUG 
NEEDS" 
I  CHRISTMAS 
JABS 1EA5T 
CARGO SET 
SUDDENLY THE 
SWEATEE COAT... 
a surprise move In 
the fan game ef 
fashion! Tour fav- 
orite V-neck cardl- 
. . . dramatic- 
ally belted, pock- 
eted and buttoned 
like a eoat In good- 
looking roving yarn. 
la natural solored 
Shetland wool, sixes 
sT-4oT Terrific over cuffed contempor- 
STplald pants In bonded Orton,~sT*ee 
J3$. ttmtEcurrjrw* and *»»w«-tei«- 
rold combinations. Orion Interlock tur- 
JJ^uVsaatcklng ooio^, Hie. 14-49. 
An exotic fragrance shipment for him. Case with 
look of far-away places, packed with 2 os. each Jade 
East After Shave, Cologne, and After Shower Fresh- 
ener.      *5.50. 
CHARGE 
IT! 
Commanding Fashion taking the lead In outher lei- 
surewear Von Heusen-Wlndbreakers "417" C.P.O. 
ahirt is as hardy and handsome an they come. Tail- 
ored St" button front, straight bottom, stand-op 
self collar with set in sleeves and button cuffs, two 
patch flap pockets for a look that's all man la all 
wool plaid and 80% wool, 20% nylon plaids.   Fkuy 
lined with 
100% AcrlkW 
acrylic pile. VAN  HEUSEIM 
Windbreaker 
Many Famous Name Brands 
To Choose From. 
Unlined 14.00 to 25.00 
Lined 20.00 to 30.00 
MwewiiiWtwHiftiiiMnitiMW^  f 1"'""" 
g 
I 
h    ■:• 
SMITH'S HAIR STYLING 
and 
i   s 
BARBER 
SHOP   N 
MEN'S REAL 
FUR-LINED 
GLOVES 
3.99 
A for lining makes 
these Plgtex®-gralned 
leather gloves extra 
warm. Dress style with 
aide vent. Lock-stitch- 
ed for longer wear. 
Black.  8,M,L,XL. 
Far The Style Conscious MM 
OPEN TEN A.M. UNTIL SEVEN P.M. 
Corner tad and Main — Upstairs over Begleys 
After yon try the other shops, come to Richmond's ORIGINAL j 
; hair-sty ling barber for the professional shaping of your hair. 
: Ask your friends.   They come here too.    Walk up to genuine 
: hair styling.   You'll find its the best in town. Come in today! 
.•.V.V.-.-.'.-...VX'X*>:-:.X*M*V»"« 
MADISON LAUNDRY 
and Dry Cleaners 
Complete Laundry 
and 
Dry Cleaning Service 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT FOR CASH ft CARRY 
ONE DAY SERVICE ON REQUEST 
ACROSS FROM 1US STATION       THIRD ST. 
4.00 to 10.00 
in this LADY BUXTON 
Convertible* and Key-Tainer* Set 
You're looking at a picture of not 2 but 8 leather acces- 
sories, beetling Inside the Convertible Blllbold there's a 
removable photo and card ease of matching leather. With 
a secret compartment for big bills (a magic coin slot, too). 
The new thin Key-Talner speaks for Itself.   Sold as a set. 
SOLID STATE C00CK RADIO 
9.99 
SCM ELECTRIC TYPEWRITER 
FOR UP TO 10 CLEAR COPIES 
sale 117.88 
Bag. 1MJP   • 
Has full 88-character office-sixe keyboard and quick- 
set  visible  margins;  all-metal  construction,  vinyl 
Let him wake up to music or his favorite 
news. It's easy with this electric dock and 
instant-sound radio combination. Has z'/»- 
Inch speaker. 
6-BAND SOLID STATE RADIO 
39.99 
Pulls In aircraft, police, shortwave and mar- 
ine signals In addition to regular AM and 
FM broadcasts. Has built-in cord, two tele- 
scopic antennas. 
Rechargeable    H5-120V 
N0RELC0 TRIPLE-HEAD SHAVER   a 
32.95 
For the well-groomed male! Electric shav- 
er with three floating mlerogroeve heads 
Even has hidden pop-out trimmer for the 
side-burns he's cultivating. On-off switch; 
AC-DC voltage selector. 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER 
LANCASTER 4 EASTERN BYPASS. RICHMOND, KY. 40475. TEL: (606) 623-717? f & PAii xiunnunu. ai ««-,.,,  ...... . —• ^^ 
'■} 
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New Colloquia 
Takes Initial Form 
• v 
■ \ 
Colloquia, the Eastern Student 
Association's terminology for an 
idea which has spread to many 
universities throughout the nat- 
ion - Free University - took 
steps toward realization In the 
Student Council's last two meet- 
ings (Nov. 25 and Dec. 2). 
The proposal for a type of F ree 
University on Eastern's campus 
was introduced by Council- 
member Kip Cameron In the or- 
ganization's Oct. 21 meeting. 
Cameron, the chairman of a 
committee appointed in Oct- 
•M 
Constitution 
Revision  . 
Almost Done 
The revision of the Student As- 
sociation constitution Is at least 
two - thirds completed, accord- 
ing to Revision member Dan 
Crum. 
The committee, which is the 
second such group to tackle the 
task of revising the Association's 
constitution , has tentative plans 
to present the new version to the 
Student     Council for vote    by 
ober to study the feasibility of the 
extra-curricular study idea, ex- 
plained to the Council that Col- 
loquia would be an opportunity 
for discussion on subjects which 
would not normally be handled In 
academic   courses   at Eastern. 
Cameron continued that he 
hoped that members of Eastern's 
faculty would co-operate In Col- 
loquia. 
In the Dec. 2 Council meeting, 
the student legislative body voted 
concerning their rights as stud- 
ents. 
Scorsone said that, as a mem- 
ber of the Student Court, he was 
shocked at the number of stud- 
ents appearing before the stud- 
ent Judiciary who were "ignorant 
of  their   rights  as   students." 
The Council passed a motion 
spurred  by Scorsone's request. 
A Time To Sign 
to accept the nominations for the 
Colloquia committee, as pre- Male students becoming eigh- 
sented by Student Association,teen years of age must register 
President James V. Pellegrlnon. wltn their local Selective Service 
Pellegrlnon had proposed that the board *mm|^ffiM^,
r™i 
new committee posts be filled "rt^^ 1£*^£522 
by the members of the original Board ^^n^^***!i
ml 
Free University committee. Ms   Mecttv.    Service  number 
Student Court Justice Ernesto which must be taken fcr«>• Rjf- 
Scorsone requested in Tuesday's latrafs Office M^PW 
meeting that a student commit- terms may be sent to Mslocal 
tee be formed whose malnpur- board in order tor MmJtor ex- 
pose would be to Insure that aU ceive a student deferment to 
students are kept well-informed attend   school. 
fEarly Registration Set} 
Begin January 14 I 
Judiciary 
Set In Halls 
Issue a summons to the student 
to  appear  befora  the Judicial 
The residence hall judi- 
cial boards — new hearing _ 
agencies for infractions oVjSLi ^HSTSa!Lm}PS 
housing regulations brought ££?„££?    ^ 
to them by hall directors —     Three cctns lira Board mem- 
have been set Up. bars must be present foraquor* 
Each dormitory baa a five- um« The Board listens to evidence 
member board elected from the snd witnesses presented by bom 
residents of the dorm by "the »Mes. 
House Council. 
These realdenca hall Judicial 
Boards have no authority over 
violations classified as serious 
(those listed on pages 88-58 of the 
Student Handbook.) 
Serious violations, such     as 
cheating,   plagiarism,   or pos- 
session of      alcohol, will be 
handled through the     Aasistant 
Dean of   Students and by higher 
Judicial committees. 
Than, lna closed session^ 
Board members decide by a 
two-thirds vote whether the ac- 
(Contt—ea en Page Mine) 
The?Bigger They Are . 
To 
"The bigger they are, the harder they fall" 
will be the battle-cry of EKU's Connie Haney 
during; the Colonels' 1969-70 basketball sea- 
son, which will be featuring contests with 
some of the nation's top' schools. Powerful 
Michigan State narrowly avoided  an upset 
defeat Monday night when it J*f*?** 
Eastern 89-88. This Saturday the Colonels 
will take on another non-OVO school when 
they tangle with West Carolina at Alumni 
(Staff Photo by Thomas D. RlddeU) 
The Judicial Boards will han- 
dle such cases as noise is the 
dorms and cooking in the rooms. 
The procedure of the Boards 
is as follows: 
First, s violation to reported 
to the    Residence    Hall    Di- 
(EDITORS   NOTE:   Reason- 
able, pertinent questions for thIA' 
feature-service may be sent te 
Help!    The Progress,    Fourth 
Floor, Jones Building.) 
QUE8TION:     What 
rector who then makes an lnves- requirement*  for 
am the 
Play Rehearsals Beginning 
ttfattoa. 
If the investigation reveals 
enough evidence, the accused will 
be called In for an Interview by 
by the hall director.   The stu- 
students-has been meeting every 
two weeks this semester and is 
now in the process of revising 
the set-up of the Student Court. 
The original Constitutional 
Revision was formed almost 
IS months  ago. 
By ALLAN KORN 
Staff Writer 
second    semester of this year. :••• ■ graduate students must not be on 
Crum said that the 10 mem- Fre-registration will De academlc or g0clal probation, 
bar committee composed of Wednesday through ^n-have no falling grades, and have 
five  faculty members and five day, Jan. 14 through 1&       a maximum of one "D" at rold- 
To be eligible for pre-regls- term. 
tratton, freshmen  must not be     Student teachers for the spring       Rehearsals     for       After      
on academic or social probation, semester may pre-reglster for The Fall," the University The cast consists of some 80 thanior an «**••*"£• ««• the student has a choice of either 
and must have maintained a let- classwork outside o* student Theatre's second major pro- aft0"' K
Th*"^ r0* „wm * *f*n-JHJ ^STrentoa SundS 
p1?^ *^.v ^JfST^J 
ter grade of "C" or better to teaching If they qualify by having duction  of the season,  be- P^f
1   by MUe ^cock» .*# ^!?;*^.!^r!r?!£^ hearing befora the Judicial Board. 
it as a story of "...commit-     With another holiday between *«* "*betaforaedof ffeoom- 
rnent to cn?s own action." now and the opening of the pkv, J£W    •«•*»* him and of his 
hearing    the evidence, rehearsal time will be shorter 
rights. 
After
St. 
ike 
Clair, Helen Gebiua, 
tton for each 
ANSWER: Acpordlhg to Dean 
StovalTs office, freshmen, who 
are not on probation, must have 
all Cs or above in order to 
pre-reglster. Sophomores, Jun- 
iors, seniors and graduate stud- 
ante, who are not on probation, 
are able to pre-reglster If they 
have no failing grades and not 
more than one D at mid-term. 
all classes at mid-term. Sopho- no failing grades, a maximum of IT" this"week   Cast selec- Sneila 
mores,   Juniors,   seniors    and one «D» at midterm, and not .g^ ™ ZOSTtZ «.•-!*S^ Franne Harris, Tony Mannenahd complete Has A 
••• through   Thursday to order to 
being on academic or socSp^- «on ^ ? — — £****ON: WJ-wO. 
batton JS?,04y' •di?rector'    Pnor to 'olss. who has both *      tt * *■■* ***>»- may ae- S^T sen-enTa* 
Registration and payment *:    Ita***** if w JBS~«Sbm ^^^-T^LBS£iSLS^&-' ' ^ 
fees for all student teachers will      Slated to open Jan 14 the      ^seJ
pJKn
w£c ^.^Tatter arts degree from the University ^^SSSHSSS'^d H 
stu- 
*  Miller,     writer of i hope will bring the meaning 
I 7. RegistraUon Information "After The Fall," describes through to the audience.". ^!^.**gffil 
wW be u7tiTm the class sche- | IIIWM|BssnlllUllUBI nnjltlll 
dule  for toe spring semester. Sf~;P FFK"   f^Ori^I 
The schedule for pre-regls- SUREEN WU& 
tration Is A-D from 8 until 11:30 
a.m. and E-K from 1 until 4 
p.m. on Jan. 14. Students with 
last names beginning 1—R will 
pre-reglster from 8 until 11:30 
a.m. and S-Z from 1 until 4 
p.m. on January 15. 
RegistraUon will be January ern have been announced by the Stoess, number 3 
16 from  8 until 11:30 a.m. and 
^Fraternities Name Leaders For Academic Year 
The  names of the Theta   CM--Preaident,   Gary 
ANSWER: Dean Coates, director 
of professional laboratory exper- 
iences, said that the students 
would be notified at approximat- 
ely toe beginning of the semester. 
••• 
QUESTION: After 11 Is- 
sues of your paper, I remain 
befuddled as to the title of year 
on Pages, "Ninth OoV. 
r .1 dent mean to eoaad 
trite, but could yew explain the 
edltotk ANSWER:     Progress 
from 1 until 3 p.m. for all stud- 
ents who failed. «i complete reg- 
istration during the assigned 
time. [  
officers       Kappa Alpha—Number 1. Mich- treasurer, John Wooten; and 8tn- 
of  Greek fraternities at East-ael Nauts, number   2,   William dent Council representative, Wes Broeggen,   vice pi^Mant, John hjive  b^a'ag^ mig question 
t ess, er 3, Richard Sell- Miller. Doggendorf;   secretary,   Leslie  many   UmM     ^j, ytar> d#ar 
Office of Student Affairs. man, and number 4 James Cul-     Tau KappaEpsilon—Prasident, Grisgby,   and treasurer, ' 
The fraternities and their new bertson. Robert Wartschlager, secretary, tbr^L 
officers are: 
Alpha   CM 
STORE HOURS: 
|9:30 A.M. TO 5:30 P.M. 
MON. thru SAT. Imuprsttij 
Omega  Phi Psi—President .Matt  Barsottt, 
Robert WarfleldJ vice president, Samuel Bin. 
••• 
and treasurer, 
Alpha-President  l 
Larry    Hitch,    vice   president, Eric Abercrumbie;     secretary, 
Steve Sloan; secretary,       Jim Russell Behanon, and treasurer, 
Money,   treasurer   Bob  KoUey, Phillip Fletcher. 
and student council represeitagi- Phi Delta Theta— President, 
tive, Kelly Marlnaro. '   W^i9h Cox> vlc* Pri*w*,*t Mar- 
Beta Omicron Chi—President;5tin  Tracy,      secretary,    Greg 
Michael  Jones, vice president! Marshall,    and treasurer, John 
John Bunton, secretary, Thomas Buchanon. 
Haynes, and treasurer, Richard     Pi   Kappa Alpha— President, 
Newman. 1 Tim Lanferslek, vice president, 
Delta Upsllon-Presldent BeABruce Ellas,   secretary, Mich-     _ ^ r^iMmm „. 
Hek, vice president, Larry Wyatfjael Kaylor, and treasurer, Steven _"»• n*m#i« S%S^1L!L 
corresponding  secretary, Randy!W. Collins. '?^J£Z^£.%?c5£Z« 
Parker,    recording   secretary,     Sigma Nu—Commander, Rich"- J**? •nBoun.ced ^ tM omc* a 
Sororrty"1 
Officers 
In Line 
°*vld friend. Most full-slxed newspap- 
ers have eight columns, which 
inter-    Fraternity- Council— explains  the  origin  of "Ninth 
President, Richard Judson, vice column," a la the name of "l*th 
Robert Parroti, secre- Hole
M for refreshment stands at 
f t™t»-Jgott nouraes^ OdmpUcating things 
«ii-.toi»MPste * is that ltr.has 
five,,not eight, columns.     > ,zO 
%nlxuni 
-■KWV    .  ■'   . _r~ 
Hendrickson A Soloist 
In Annual 'Messiah' 
sr 
sta 
X 
9H 
■ 
KBRK 
s«^a 
Donald Hendrickson, one of the 
soloists In Handel's "Messiah" 
to be presented at Eastern Sun- -M«mv*_ »»*w—*--o *-w— — J9 —o —  --■ —         •   -----      OA«w4    n*    Af#ekfT*ai *W    M"#    WAVVVIKVU    m\   mm*\~* *    T^"'^
tenor William Whltesldes.prevH 
lously with toe LoulsvlUa Sym- 
phony and the Kentucky Opera Asa 
soclation. 
Frank Williams. Shine;  recorder.  Dave Kassler 
1 - 
WINTER  WHITE...makes 
the holiday scene! At its absolute merriest in 
Orion* acrylic bondejd with acetate and snap- 
ped up with brassy bead trim. Here, the body- 
hugging princess for juniors, sizes 7 to 15. *"| "| 
I  *& 
annnV 
as^ 
1 
SBB      BE 
si 
CHRISTMAS 
is a COAT 
Nav7 never came off so well 
as it does in this new 
Edwardian double-breasted 
coat. Warm? Sure, but when 
has warmth been accom- 
panied-by such smartness? 
Like the brass chevron-but- 
ton combo. 
. . . and the London Bobby 
style is a campus favorite 
this year. Its rugged, belted 
styling is perfect with the 
new flare-bottomed, style- 
setting slacks. It's so easy 
to be "right" at the U. Shop. I 
©Itt Hmutrstty ^l|ap 
212 Water St.        623-9674 
MASTERCHARGE 
Ana 
n ' luftlcars are: 
Alpha Delta Pi—President 
Denies Met&fer, vice president, 
Marilyn Park, secretary, Linda 
Chism, snd treasurer, Jamie 
MuUlns. 
Alpha Gamma Delta—Presi- 
dent, Sue Maeder, fir st vice pres- 
ident, Patricia McDevltt, second 
vice president, Claire James, 
corresponding; secretary, Linda 
Johnson, recording secretary, 
Susanna Hlfflns and treasurer, 
Debbie Sennet 
Delta Theta—President, Deb- 
bass role in a presentation of the 
work by the Messiah Choir of 
Independence, Mo. 
A recording of this perfor- 
mance is broadcast Internatio- 
nally each year. This was the 
seventh appearance with the Mis- 
souri group for Hendrickson, who 
is associate professor of music 
at Eastern. 
Miss Ambolse-Chaumont has 
sung in concert, oratorio, opera, 
radio and television and with six 
symphony orchestras. She earned 
the bachelor and master of music 
degrees at Syracuse University 
and has done graduate work at the 
Juilliard School of Music and 
University, of Colorado, besides 
studying  with  several  concert. 
iTi*lv\.*.rn nr.^intetion to artists of the Metropolitan Opertf. 
£ *l ■SWKff'KJS     The program win also feature Hiram Brock Auditorium, he and Thomas Miller, tenor; Patricia 
MfeT ;**•«•""] m- 8tephenson,   flutist;   Lyle Wol- 
•■UMMT of l^ItJrn'i from, cellist and Almlta Vamoi, 
« Edward.,,     MPr«sMsnt^ ^~^l^1^^^* 
Mary  Gray, secretary, Sandra ™1^S^7 Vito   ioil     and       (Oeati—ed — Page Wine) 
three other singers will handle 
solo  roles: 
of Eastern's! 
Jonas, corresponding secretary, 
Yvonne Clay, and treasurer, Let- 
itia Thompson. 
Kappa Delta—President, Lin- 
Ida Thomer, vice president, Don- 
na Justice, secretary, Judy Was- 
serman, and treasurer, Jeanto 
Burness. 
Kappa Phi Delta—President, 
Tool Eastham, vice president, 
Marilyn Schroggln, correspon- 
ding secretary, Cindy Dorman, 
recording secretary, Mary Lynn 
Jasper, and treasurer, Dee 
Goff. 
Chi Omega — President, 
Brenda Butler, vice president, 
Lee Ratllff, recording secretary, 
Pat Thaller, and treasurer, Ric- 
ky Philpot. 
Pan - Hellenic — Presi- 
dent, Linda Phillips, vice presi- 
dent, Louisa Floofc^ and 
treasurer, Marie   Mststtts, 
«■ 
Canf ield Motors 
OLDSJMOBILE 
AU Makes Serviced 
J0HHSOH OUTBOARD MOTORS 
Acrow From Krotero—Phone 6234010: 
I 
tt>nnt?ifi 
DRESS 
PLACE 
FOR THt BEST VAIUI IN • Seamless 
SPORTSWEAR, SKIRTS   I   MESH  • 
B10USIS, SWEATERS   |    H0^  I 
I   2 prs. : 
SHOP    : ^ I 
BENJFRAN KLIIM 
MMW1 lit WOT MAI ST. RCHNOM. KY. 
A * i 
—-* 
Peace Corps Volunteers 
Recruiting On Campus 
Eastern Progress, Thurs., Dec. 4, 1969, Page 7 
Former Progress Staffer Turns Author For Journal 
BY KAREN MARTIN 
Women's Editor 
-Lately   radio  advertisements 
have plugged the Kennedy-origi- 
individuals   who can speak their the particular needs of a coun-t 
language. try." 
He  felt  that. "The associa- 
tion isn't American." He believes this is the reason 
why the number of Peace Corp* 
MeMfg a physical adjustment volunteers has declined. "The 
nated Peace Corpe Volunteer Pro- to their assigned country wasn't number of volunteers gradually 
gram as a "Let's make waves" difficult,   they  felt.       "What's decreases as they eliminate some 
appeal to youth.                             hard is keeping up with what Is of the odd Jobs,   he said. 
Charles    Zumbro   and David happening in the states," Zum-     However, "there are more re- 
Poole, former PC    volunteers, bro said.                                      nanoU coming in for1 business 
are on campus   today and torn-     "You run down to the post of- administration, home economics, 
orrow in the Student Union area flee every Thursday for Time or broadcast majorsto be assigned 
between the Campus Bookstore Newsweek," be said. "Themag- to countries,'^Poole said, 
and Grill to represent this "do aslnes   becomes a kind of Bible      Volunteers   have   found   un- 
lething"organisation to East- for you."                                       expected fringe benefits In the 
students.                                    Another difficult    adjustment peace Corps, according to Poole. 
David Poole   a graduate    in for  the volunteers was "being  "One volunteer found himself In 
aycholoey of Davidson College  Plnced *■ * P*1**00   of r««P°n-  the "Top 10" records played on 
4>rth Carolina   served a two- sibiUty.    « you are accustomed   radio," he said. "He had recor- 
ir volunteer term In Kenya, fc   » structured life over there ded some «<»gs for *®***2 
Iving in Kenya was a "reverse you have to make a new struc- he was working with about neaiw 
iitatton" lor Poole. "For the ture," Poole said.                         and  hygience, such as how to 
first  time I  was in the minor-      Poole believed the role^of the   brush youj teeth, and they real- 
ity " he said. Kenya's population  Peace   corps Program is now  ly caught on. ■  
is 'predomlnanUy black African, chafing. "For thelast few years      Poole is encouraging students 
"so at first, I was   a curiosity peace Corps has been used as a to 
figure " he added. political phim to offer to other 
Working in a 20,000 acres com- countries," he said. "Now, bus- 
plex     settled    by   350 farming lneM is working more closely 
famlllles, Poole worked with Ken- wlth peace Corps andthecouh- 
yan agricultural instructors who tries." 
til turn encouraged farmers to 
try new methods of agriculture. 
BY KAREN MARTIN 
Women's Editor 
Usually the only Concern a 
student has about a term paper 
is its deadline. 
For Peggy Scott, a term paper 
means   "getting  published," in 
the winter/ spring issue of the 
"College Press Review," a col- 
lege publications Journal, and re- 
printed in "How Many Roads?" a 
college textbook to be published 
by the Glencoe P ress In the spring 
of 1970. 
When Arthur M.Sanderson,ed- 
itor of the "College Press Re- 
view " contacted her for the re- 
print, "I was amazed," she said. 
"I'm wondering when it will all 
stop." 
Miss Scott wrote the paper 
for a communications course as 
the result of her observations of 
the Democratic convention in 
Chicago. 
"I    was   fascinated   by   the 
ioj« 
-19 
I 
More VIPs 
Very 
Interesting 
Persons 
"More attention is given to Job 
placements,*' he added. "The 
program is now coordinating 
skills   of    the volunteers with 
Encouragement wasn't too dif- 
ficult, Poole said, because, "The 
Republicans 
Helping 
Berea Center 
Eastern's College Republicans 
are extending their services as 
painters, carpenters and Inter- 
ior designers to the Middletown 
Community Center near Berea. 
Just north of Berea in a small 
community .called Farristownis 
an old three-room school build- 
ing which has been converted in- 
enter the program because 
"we have a lot of problems'here, 
but we don't know all the ens- ., 
were. The volunteer who comes 
back home has a whole new out- 
look." 
"I'd never discourage people 
from working here," he said. 
"But if they go over seas, they 
will come back with an absorb- 
iev and like to a community center. 
JSbody ttey w^r?opento sug- The scant faculties were for- 
JoSSn. on h^ to make more^of mally operated through theFed- 
g~ eral Office of Economic Oppor- 
• "My method was to demon- tunity but local cltitens chose to 
•trato a technique on half an disassociate with the Office. So 
here of land so they could see now, the work of the community 
Hew H would benefit them," he and volunteer organisationsjjike 
Laid "Most were illiterate but the College Republicans, provide Sr \_^^ were illiterate,, oui fQr me operation of the center. 
^.i3?* ^^l"** w.^ n* • Kea.fcarp* state vice-president 
io Charles zuinbro a Middle Ten- # tt- CoUtfe Republicans and an 
nessee State valversiljr grad- Ea8tern dirt, member, explained 
uate, served in India during 1963- ^^ u^ efforts now are stree- 
ts. At this time "the people sinK converting the basement into 
were still very concerned about a recremtlon room, 
the Kennedy assassination/' Th0 p^tm, of walls and the 
he said, • '.ans'i w* «"<>« #ioWL1nsteiUng.ahewVeiahgaiti 
^/•They think of K.nnedy-almost" SBg^r^fqr^e'^Sp 
Gandhi.", be claimed. ''About 75$ compioted In theRepubUcans'two 
of the homes I visited had pic- prlor work vlglu to the center. 
hires of Kennedy alongside To express their appreciation, 
Bandhl's picture.^ tte FarristownTesidenia recen- 
Zumbro's   work Involved  the u ^        l2 Republican 
establishment of poultry farms ^rker, a chicken dinner at the 
and a farming cooperative, which Center following an evening's 
made its own feed and marketed   worK- 
lts meat and eggs. Harp   mentioned   that   many 
-(Working with the people was m0re lnprovements can still be 
not difficult, according to Zumbro. mtdt u the building. The Re- 
"One of the hardest things was pubUcans-plaato return to render 
convincing the people that Peace further aid, since, as Harp 
Corps volunteers make a small pointed out,- "Our work is only 
wage," said Zumbro. half done." 
"We convinced them the hard      HtxD suggested that other cam- 
way," he continued.   "Once we  p^ organisations interested with 
ran out of money and ate our   community service consider con- 
meals    at   a Catholic mission, trlbutlng their services to the 
trapping our own food." Middletown Center. 
Poole and Zumbro agreed that 
the concept of the "wealthy A- 
merican" comes largely from the) 
people's observations of Amer- 
ican tourists. "It sometimes 
hazes the American image when 
the people see the tourists spend- 
ing in a day what the country's 
people make in a month, or even 
year." Poole said. 
"But the Peace Corpe volun- 
is not considered a typical 
»erican/»    _PoolV      •dd*di 
■[They're   different to the peo- 
ple, who get to know them   as 
— 
of these 
ed. 
problems,' 
Going Underground 
Former Eastern co-ed Peggy Scott examines one of the 
many underground newspapers about which she wrote a 
term paper for an Eastern journalism class. Her paper was 
, later published In the "College Press X**™".•»JhwJ1Si 
he con- pesr In a college textbook. "How Many Roads," which will 
be published in spring, 1970. 
events," she said. "I felt some 
thing was behind the disturbances, 
stirring the people up." 
"Then I read a background 
feature about the underground 
newspapers which explained their 
role in what happened," she con- 
tinued. 
In her paper, Miss Scott ex- 
plores the functions  of under- 
ground newspapers and examinee 
their significance to the field of 
Journalism. 
Compiling the paper "basically 
involved reading trash in some of 
the papers," she claimed. "The 
major work was sorting them out 
as to West Coast and East Coast." 
Miss Scott plans to major in 
Journalism when she returns to 
Eastern next year. Having the 
paper published "changed my 
mind that I could only teach," 
she said. "Now I feel I have at 
least some talent." 
She is presently a proof read- 
er at the Lexington Herald Lead- 
_er.   _ 
1 
1 
0 
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242-2BO WBST MAIN STREET 
New Moons Gifts 
PHONE (0OB) 623-0333 
'Tit Hie Season 
Wneti more warm hearts 
Warm more hearts •■-■ 
than any other. 
-, c', c*-.:ip^'.o^icr*ior9wr9i*r9i*r9iefel*T*IefeLe79l*T*l?J*l!^ 
a LYNDON  HOTEL 
s838ttffiU Z7XG7X(C7X(UX(6/A ffiffiffisYnffigBgigil 
BOOK BONANZA 
SAW 40% TO 70% OH THESE TITLES ORIGINALLY PUBLISHED AT $195 TO 
$35.00 HOW ONLY $1.00 TO $14.95 
404. NEW LAROIJSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF MYTHOLOGY. Intro, by Robert Graves. 
With nearly 400 photos. 32 Fall Pages In 
Fall Color. Here are the mythologies of 
mankind from pre-BIMIcal Egypt aad pre- 
Homerlr Greece, to Afrtca, the Orient, the 
Pacific, sad the Americas — the first com- 
plete encyclopedia of world mythology, eoa> 
talnlng all the myths of classical antiquity 
aad many strange and awfamfter mjlhaln 
glee from the World over. New revised 
edition. 8»/2 x 11%. 
Orlg. Pub. at 117.95. Only IMS 
54$. THE PICTORIAL ENCYCLOPEDIA 
OF BIRDS. By 9. Hanyak. 1.000 Phot-. 45 
Fall Color plates. Hie meat comprehensive 
one-velum* survey of bird life nil ever the 
world. Almost 1,000 species. Pate- at 
8054. THE PENNSYLVANIA-KENTUCKY 
RIFLE. By Henry J. Kauffmmn. 298 lllus. 
A colorful account of the history aad gun- 
smiths who produced the first American 
rifle superior to those brought from the 
Old Country with extensive information on 
the designs, embellishments, characteristics 
accootremeats. etc 8i/2 x 111*. 
Orlg. Pah. at «LL5t, Only IMS 
jLJ*.?*'*. "*t 
ll\\U<l"L' 
81S5. Television — A pictorial History: 
HOW SWEET IT WAS. By A. Shnlman * 
R. Youmaa. Huge historical panoramea with 
1,415 photos and commentary of the shews, 
IlieeeiMllMlM, comedians, music, specials, 
panels and qulx shows. Congressional hear- 
ings, hews shots, campaigns aad elections; 
from trivial moments to significant events 
— unique nssl fascinating. 8% x 10%. 
Orlg. Pub. at 112.50. Only 84-95 
MOO. KNOW ABOUT HORSES: A Ready 
Reference Guide to Horses, Horse People 
and Horse Sport*. By Harry Disston. Dms. 
by Jean Bowman: A definitive reference 
book full of information: anatomy and con- 
formation, history, tank, shoeing, ailments, 
techniques of riding, racing, Jnmphtg, hunt- 
mtaWe naawHMat,     horse 
■ 
iuruiti"1' 
RICHMOND 
DRIVE-IN THEATRE 
4 MOM teem M O 3. IS 
Mi.eu-ITIS 
FRI.-SAT.-SUN. 
MOVIE STARTS AT 7:15 P.M. 
Demons 
summoned 
to earth 
to claim 
-TbeOevU* 
^pw^ 
i—iniff rum- i 
,<*m**m 
CQlORIrOilua 
PL(JS "LAST SHO 
YOUHEAR" 
CASUALS 
THAT ARE 
SO NEW. SO LOVELY. 
So comfortable, so "just 
right" and feshionable. Gen- 
uine Weejuns* .moccasins 
by Bass ere a girts best 
friend. WeejuneS ... the 
smart thing to wear. 
B .& H SHOES 
UNIVERSITY 
SHOPING CENTER 
SSBBBBBBBy^BBJBJ -.-■'?.x*£ 
•TW. A     DDMCCTOBY     OP     ANTIQUE 
FRENCH FURNITURE 17S5-1800.   By F. 
Lewis Hlnckley. Authoritative guide to 18th 
century furniture by Parisian aad provin- 
cial   masters.   Includes  names   of 
menu factories, tisftamen, Gives 
vocahulariy. S50 Hhis. provide unique 
parisoas far study or fatantiflcatton. Only 
THE HORSE IN ART. By Rath Zaefke. 
With 61 notable examples reproduced. A 
concise account of the evolution of nit 
styles In depicting the horse through the 
centuries from eave paintings to Fraas 
Hare, Dufy. aad other modem masters. 
8i/4 x 10'/4. Pub. at fS.95. Only ll.SS 
!•$. MAKE YOUR OWN DOLL HOUSES. 
By D. Rlrsch * f. Klrsolr-Kam. Over 7t 
lllus. In monochrome and In color with 
detailed drawings of specification. Easy- 
to-feuew bulldlag plans with suggestions 
for finishing the houses. Pub. at $3.60. 
Only flJt 
• 
•468. PAINTING PORTRAITS. By Helen 
Olsen. 105 pictures la menechrome plus 15 
m color. How to capture HJenees and per- 
soaality through teehsdanef that will help 
the beginner with advice earths fundament- 
al, of oil painting. Orlg. Pu*. at SaJS. 
New, complefe ed. Only fLS8 
8785. PERSONALITY OF THE HORSE. 
Ed. by Brandt Aymar A Edward Sagarin. 
U IHos. Fascinating coUeetlon of stertes, 
pictures aad poetry for everyone Interested 
In horses, by a host of ootntandlag writers 
lacrading John Steinhecl| Walter Van 
Tllburg Clark, Maao de M Roche, Will 
lames. Rudyard Klpttag, WaRnes 
Robert Frost. Leo Telstol, wKh 
ttons by famous srtlsts. Pub. at $8.00. 
Only $1.08 
9000. ROBERT E. LEEf^ The Man and 
Sohtter. A pictorial Biography. By Philip 
Van Doren Stern. 850 lllus. * $0,000 words 
of text, from childhood to She achle» sweats 
of his later years. 8*/4 x IVA. 
Orig. Pub. at $0.05. Only $$.05 
74$. AMERICAN FOLK ART. By Peter 
C. Welsh. PubUnhed by The Smlthsonlnn 
Institution. 65 lBns. in color and black * 
white. A beautiful presentation from the 
Eleanor and Mabel Van Alstyne Collection. 
Cigar store Indians and carousel figures, 
weathervanea, signs, paintings, etc. 9x0, 
softbouad Pah. at $*.05.   Only $1.00. 
9598. A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF CRIME 
1840 To The Present. By Julian Symons. 750 
Ulna. Murder, extortion, kidnapping, rob- 
bery, swindles, virtually all famous cases 
for more than the last 100 years from all 
over the world mf described. Voted "Beet 
true crime book of year" by Mystery Writ- 
ers Association. 8■/< x ll'/4. 
Pan, at $104$, * Only $4.85 
1657. ATLANTIS; The Antediluvian World 
By Ignatius Donnelly. A Modern Revised 
Edition edited by Egerton Sykes. The Clas- 
sic work on the Lost Continent of Atlantic 
brought op to date with new facts and 
theories. Orlg. Pub. at $5.00. Only $1.08 
8715. SOUTHERN ANTIQUES.   By  P. H. 
Burroughs. 11$ photos * 15 drawings. An 
account of the furniture made In the 5 col- 
onies: Msryland, Virginia, North * South 
Carolina and Georgia — the makers, woods, 
styles with superb illustrations of desks, 
chests, chairs, beds, sldeboams. tables, etc 
Long out-of-print and rare;' 8i/2 x 11. 
Orig. Pub. at $5*0. Only $$.08 
$$58. FLOWER ARRANGING. By Joyce 
Rogers. Lavishly lllus. with 800 pictures 
Including 8$ pages In Full Color. Beautiful, 
berpful, entertaining book covering all as- 
pects and oses of flower arranging. 
Pub. at $7.50. Only $$.$$ 
666. The J. F. K. Assassination: SIX 
SECONDS IN DALLAS. By J. Thompson. 
Hundreds of photos and drawings. The re- 
markable, controversial study of the Ken? 
nedy assassination which "proves" that 
three gunmen murdered the President, 
Pan. at $8.95. Only $1*0 
$808. A PICTORIAL HISTORY OF MAGIC 
AND THE SUPERNATURAL. By Maurice 
Bessy. Nearly L00 Photos and Drawings in 
wide-ranging history of magic and mysti- 
cism from pre-hlstoric times to present: 
enrhTl rituals, medicinemen, witches, were- 
wolves, astrology, love potions, fertility 
rites, voodoo, black masses, vampires, initia- 
tions, etc Sire $y2 x 11. Orig. Pub. at $9.06. 
Only 4*5 
$$00. RAILWAYS, RAILWAYS, RAIL- 
WAYS. By H. Loxton. Over $00 luus. $$ 
pages In Full Color. Lively history cover- 
ing all aspects of the world's railways — 
stations; rolling stock; signals, the great 
transcontinental Ones; subways, steam, dle- 
seL electric and gee turbine locomotives, 
etc Orlg. Pah, at $7*0. Only $$.98 
0051. HENRY'S WONDERFUL MODEL T 
1908-19t7. By Floyd Caymer. A fond album 
of 500 photos, cartoons, ads, songs, Jokes 
and Informative text about America's fav- 
orite car. For the connoisseur there are 
statistics and diagrams. 8'/< x \\%. 
Orig. Pub, at $5*6. __QnJa  gjg 
485. GREAT PRINTS AND PRINTMAK- 
ERS. Ry H. J. Wechsler. The imaginative 
works of our most famous graphic artiste— 
Miro, Picasso, Chagall, Braque, Daumier, 
Cranach, Durer, etc — artfully reproduc- 
ed. 187 lllus., with 18 hand-tipped plates In 
full Color. Orig. Pub. at $25.00. 
New. complete ed. Only $14.95 
8701. AN ASTROLOGY PRIMER. By C. P. 
Tobey. How to understand people, how to 
make astrological forecasts In this oldest 
branch of knowledg.e Orig. Pub. at $1.95. 
Only $1.00 
9192. AMERICAN ANTIQUES 1800-1000. 
A Collector's History And Guide By Joseph 
T. Butler. With 177 illus. 7 In full color. En- 
cyclopedic extensively Illustrated survey 
of 19th century antiques covering furniture 
ceramics, glass, silver, metal-work, textiles, 
lighting devices and use In modern settings. 
7'/2xlO>/i. Orig. pub. at $7*5. New, com- 
plete ed. Only $8.95. 
2821. THE BOOK OF THE AMERICAN 
WEST, Ed. by Jay Monaghan. The most 
magnif iclent array of historical fact, legend 
and lore about the West ever assembled in 
one volume. Opening of the West Ry Dale 
Morgan; Treasurers, By Oscar Lewis; Ind- 
ians and soldiers, By Don Russell; The Law 
By Wayne Gard, Cowboys and Horses, By 
Ramon F. Adams; Guns, By Robert Eaton 
Gallery of Art. Over 600 pages. Size 8% 
x II14. Handsome binding. Pub. at $22*0. 
New Comp. ed. Only $0.95. 
198. THE COMPLEAT CAT. By f. R. Spels 
111 illustrations Including 104 prire-winnlng 
Photos. $0 In color. The private life of the 
cat from  klttenhood  to courtship,   sward 
winners, show points, etc   Pub. at $9.95. 
oniv Bang 
8928. TRAVELERS' BOOK OF COLOR 
PHOTOGRAPHY. By V. Philips * O. 
Thomas. Magnificent book — every giant 
page in Rich, Full Color! The 400 Color 
Photos show the scenic treasures of 15 
countries including U.S.A., Greece, France 
Scandinavia, Great Britain. Packed with 
Natural Wonders, Ships, fountains, bridges, 
people at work and play, etc Valuable In- 
formation and suggestions to improve your 
own travel photos. 10 '/< x 18'^. Pub. at 
$20.00.   Only $9*5. 
9468. COLLECTING COPPER * BRASS. 
By G. Wills. $2 photos & 9 drawings. Com- 
plete guide to collecting, properties; ft 
manufacture; brass, bronze ormolu, pinch- 
back, bell and gunmetal, etc from all over 
the world with notes on repairs and preser- 
vation.   Pub, at $4.00.   Only $1.49 
48fc CRUCIAL MOMENTS OP"' THE 
CIVIL WAR. Ed. by Brig. Gen. W. Webb, 
Introd. by Bruce Catton. Eye-witness ac- 
counts of the 16 decisive battles that den 
termined the victor. Orig. Pub. at $7.50. 
New, complete ed. Only $1*8 
|IH»M 
42$. THE EXPLOSION OF SCIENCE: The 
Physical Universe. Ed. by 8lr Bernard Lov- 
eU and T. Margerison. 148 full-color llluc 
SS7 black and white photos. Sumptuous, 
oversized (10Vi x 14) book full of marvels 
scientists have discovered during the last 
16 years explained for laymen and pre- 
sented with spectacular illustrations and 
diagrams. Topics covered by world-famous 
authorities Include: The Depths of Space, 
The Architecture of Matter, Assault On 
The Atom, Chemist's Bounty, The Son, 
many more.    Pub, at $24.95.       Only $9*5 
8086. LAROUSSE ENCYCLOPEDIA OF 
MODERN ART. Ed. by Rene Huyghc Stun- 
ning, opulently Illustrated encyclopedia and 
guide to, and through, all the Intricaries of 
modern art — painting, sculpture, archi- 
tecture and the "minor" arts. Covers Fho- 
vism, Futurism, Surrealism, Abatrat, "Pop," 
and the very latest experiments of today's 
young artists. Over 1,200 Illustrations, 5$ in 
Full Color. 8'^ x 11'/,. Pub. at $20.00. 
Only $9.95 
9462. BRITISH POTTERY AND POR- 
CELAIN. By a W. Fisher, 16 photos * 
42 drawings. An introduction to the sub- 
ject starting with the early history and 
Its spread from China to Europe with In- 
formation on every English and Welsh fac- 
tory of any importance. Pub. at $4.00. Only 
$1.49. 
2682. WILD FLOWERS OF AMERICA. 
Ed. by H. W. Kickett, 400 Flowers la Full 
Color, from Paintings by Dorothy Falcon 
Platt. Here are 400 wild flowers of North 
America, shown actual size In beautiful 
true-to-life full color, with detailed descrip- 
tions and with full Information as to family, 
geographic range the nature of inviroo- 
ment in which flowers are found, etc This 
encyclopedic work is baited on authorita- 
tive publication* of the Smithsonian Insti- 
tute Orig. Pub. at $15.00. New, complete 
ed., Only $6*5. 
704. MAKE YOUR OWN PARTY DECOR- 
ATIONS. By D. Kirsch * J. Klrsch-Korn. 
Over 70 drawings & photos In color and 
monochrome, Clear and simple instructions 
for Christmas and other events. Pub. at 
$3.50.     Only $1.98. 
445. ART TREASURERS OF THE NA- 
TIONAL GALLERY LONDON. Text by 
Sir Hendy, Director of the National Gal- 
lery. 100 large reproductions in Full Color. 
A treasure chest of English, Itanan, Dutch, 
Flemish, German and Spanish art from one 
of the most splendid collections in the en- 
tire world. 11'/» x 13. Orlg. Pub. nt $$5*0. 
New, completed ed. Only $14.95. i 
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CGs, PRs Aren't Fighting Their Own War 
BY JULIA. WELUAM8 
Organizations Editor 
Contrary to what some students 
may bellevs, Eastern's two mili- 
tary fraternities aren't trying to 
fight thelrownUttlewar. They're 
just Ilka any other fraternity on 
campus except that they have 
chosen the military. 
Eastern's    Counter-  Guerilla 
Raiders and Pershlng Rifles con- 
stitute what seems to be a color- 
ful minority in campus men's or- 
ganisations. 
Both groups function as social 
organisations   but also function 
as military   groups   perfecting 
their Individual talents. 
Leadership, endurance and phy- 
sical stamina are the basic con- 
cerns of the Counter-Guerilla 
Raiders. They work toward these 
goals for their own satisfaction 
and do not complete with other 
Counter-Guerilla groups at other 
schools members said. 
Competition in meets is a basic 
concern of the Pershlng Rifles 
who work toward the perfection 
of precision rifle drills. They 
have won about 150 trophies over 
a number of years. 
Most   famous of the PR units 
B. T. SPURUN Realty Co. 
208 Collins St.. Richmond, Ky. 
Phone 623-6075   
"Choose o firm whose members ore graduates 
off our University."   
15 yrs. experience in Roof Estate 
We Charge 2% Commission 
less Spurlin 
Rod Estate Broker 
623-6082 
ROBERT N. AZNLL 
gale —■ 
6tS-7497 
is the suicide squad, which adds 
the danger of bayonets to their 
drills. Four other squads are 
the two regular army units, one 
other trick drill unit, and a new 
coed unit formed last year. 
Several Trophic*  Won 
Trophies taken by the Per- 
shlng Rifles In last year's com- 
petition were first place in the 
second BataUion drill meet at the 
University of Dayton where 23 
schools competed, and a tie for 
first at the Regimental Drill meet 
at Ohio State University. 
In the four meets last year, 
they won first place trophies 
in all meets except one. Be- 
sides competition, they frequent- 
ly perform at high school 
itball games and on Military 
item. 
i, the coed unit, 
last year and was 
named after Major Charles Val- 
iant, advisor to the Pershlng 
Rifle in 1966-67. The name was 
chosen because Major Valiant 
worked years to begin this group 
on campus. 
The CCi meet at 3 a.m. on a 
j chosen Saturday and board a 
truck which takes them to a near- 
by farm. They walk for 10 
miles while practicing army 
maneuvers, such as deploying, 
and have a small-scale mock 
battle. 
Another application of theCCs 
physical fitness comes when the 
survival field training exercise 
is taken, when the CCs must 
survive with no food, weapons, 
or supplies. A steer is left 
in the field for the unit 
which they butcher and roast 
for supper. 
Clean Fields After Use. 
Competed Twice In 1S«8 
These girls competed twice 
last year and took second place 
in their first meet 
Counter Guerilla's apply their 
knowledge and physical fitness 
in field training exercises (FTX). 
The men are left on a farm to 
survive with only limited supplies 
and their "army know how." 
After using one of the local 
farms, the men usually split 
firewood or    clean up a field. 
Running through the first 
snow of the year around campus 
wearing only a tee-shirt is 
Just one of the ordeals of CG 
must endure to build up his 
fitness. A three-mile run while 
carrying three bricks is an- 
other favorite CG pastime. 
Working not only for them- 
selves, the groups offer their 
services to the school, particul- 
arly the military department. 
PR's annually provide regis- 
tration workers to help during 
registration week, pass out "Go 
Colonels" bumper stickers, raise 
and lower flags in front of the 
Student Union Building and con- 
duct campus tours. 
A free movie was given by 
the PR's during orientation for 
freshmen, and they also donated 
$500 to the Alumni Century Fund 
for the Medlatatton Chapel. They 
also unload and distribute the 
Milestone each year. 
CGs  Guide  Spectator* 
The Counter-Guerilla Raiders, 
during this past football season, 
have offered  their assistance in 
guiding spectators safely through 
construction equipment in East- 
era's uncompleted football sta- 
dium. But their favorite project 
is unloading luggage for the 
coeds during   registration week. 
Ushering at assemblies-and 
raising and lowering the flags 
at the Alumni Coliseum are a 
few more services they render. 
Counter-Guerillas presently 
have 22 pledges who are put 
through a rough training pro- 
gram for 12 weeks to prepare 
them to be assets to the group. 
Ferrill continued, "this builds 
us as well as them and there is 
always room'for more physical 
fitness." 
At the end of the 12 weeks, 
the pledges are expected to run 
eight miles and pass a writ- 
ten exam. 
Pershlng Rifles pledging pro- 
gram lasts for 18 weeks. At the 
end- of this time, they must go 
through a pledge week and also 
pass a written exam. Enrollment 
in ROTC la the only other re- 
quirement. 
PR's are very proud of their 
equipment, which they own. All 
of their weapons and their uni- 
forms belong to the group. 
"A lot of the people view us 
strictly as a military unit but 
out of uniform we function like 
all other organisations," said 
Jack Whitney, commanding of- 
ficer of the PRs. 
A similar statement was made 
(Continued on Page Nine) 
gracefully styled 14 kt. goldplated jewelry 
by Ruth Travis 
This gleaming yellow goldplated jewelry is richly designed for 
an elegent fashion look!   It includes three-initial monograms at no 
extra charge and you may select from Old English or Script. When 
ordering, please specify item, monogram style and initials to be used. 
Allow two week for delivery 
■ Sf 
Exhibiting. 
GREEK LETTERS 
for Sororities 
a. Oval Pin 3.00 
b. Pierced Earrings .. 4.00 
c. Round Pin 3.00 
d. Choker 4.50 
t. Bracelet 4.00 
f. Cuff Links 4.00 
|. Necklace  3.00 
kam IhtM-fourtht Ktnal «r. 
Men's 14 kt. gold plate jewelry is great looking with the person- 
al touch of an engraved monogram. This fine jewelry is by Ruth 
Travis. Your choice of Script or Old English style letters. In gold 
plate or Silver Plate finish. Two weeks delivery. 
Charley and Laura Wolfrom, 
the recent Conservation Fair 
the 1,000 Kentucky school ! 
sponsored by Eastern's depa 
geography and geology. Ch 
the children of Mr. and Mrs. 
Is associate professor of mus 
lchmond, check an exhibit at 
Eastern. They were among 
ldren who attended the fair 
lents of agriculture, biology, 
les,  2%,  and   Laura,   5,  are 
Vie C. Wolfrom. Mr. Wolfrom 
at Eastern. 
CAR and HOME 
OVER 300 TAPES TO CHOOSE FROM 
TRANSISTOR RADIOS       TAPE RECORDERS 
Car Tope Players - Home Tape Players - Stereo 
•    "Your Electronic Headquarters" . 
i-1'.' ■■,„■ ;i 
GREEK LETTERS 
for Fraternities 
v. TiaTack  3.00 
w. TiaBar  3.00 
x.  Cull Links  5.00 
y. Wrap Around Cuff 
Link*  7.50 
z.  Bell Buckle  5.00 
kwm tfciM-fewtht KKMI M. 
...the family store 
an< CATALOG ORDER 
I*"*"*"! 
RICHMOND.   KCNTUCKYf. 1» W. IRVINE OT* 
■ 
At!***01* 
STUDENTS 
Sty* 
% 212 WATER STRUT 
Come i*t CUMJL iee p>4> youMeljf 
STORE HOURS:  9:30 A.M TO 6:00 P.M. 
MOH. Thru SAL 
Pledging 'Rough' 
"Although pledging Is rough/' 
Bill Ferrill, commanding of- 
ficer of the group, said, "we 
never ask the pledges to do 
something we can't do ourselves. 
In fact, when we ask them to 
do something we usually do It 
with them." 
Free Soul 
I KM I    If Y       Eastern students got a free touch of soul Nov. 25 when the 
Wblsli ■ ■ mm m ■ Ramsey Lewis Trio "performed at Alumni Coliseum. The na- 
tionally-known Jess trio was witnessed in a free concert to 
the Eastern student body as a commemorative to President 
Robert R. Martin's 10th year as chief executive of Eastern. 
(Staff Photo by John Graves) 
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Official 
Eastern organizations may send 
announcements for this new 
column to Club-tlvity, The Pro- 
gress, Fourth Floor, Jones, 
Building.) 
Republicans Te Meet 
College Republicans will meet 
today In the F err ell Room of the 
Combs   Building  at   6:45  p.m. 
Campus Geld Meets 
Campus Gold, a service club 
working with local girl scout or- 
ganisations, will meet tonight at 
7 in Combs 219. 
Picture* Ready Friday 
Persons who have not obtained 
their Milestone Friendship pic- 
tures may do so tomorrow (Fri- 
day) from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
In the Milestone office, Fourth 
Floor Jones Building. 
CIRUNA Selling Cards 
UNICEF Christmas cards are 
being sold by the Clruna organ- 
ization from now until Christmas 
vacation begins. Cards can be 
purchased next week In the 
Student Union Building or call 
622-3441. 
City-Manager Draws26; 
Gunn Committee Head 
IN DOWNTOWN LEXINGTON 
WANTS YOU 
Te Open Your Convenient 
Student Charge Account 
Open a Student Charge Account at Pureell's, Lexingtons 
Complete Department Store. This account will be opened In 
your name, no co-signer. Yon must be enrolled In school te 
qualify. Apply at the Credit Office on the Third Floor of 
Pureell's for your OWN Charge Account. Purcel«Ms offers 
all students a 10% Discount en their purchases Just shew 
your school identification card to our Sales Clerk to qualify. 
Strtfr 
U Al Pureell's 
Rodger Gunn, assistant pro- 
fessor of political science, has 
collected 26 applications for the 
city-manager position of Rich- 
mond. As of January lirfo, Rich- 
mond will adopt city-manager 
type local administration replac- 
ing the present mayor type sys- 
tem. 
A city- manager stystem dele- 
gates the city commission to hire 
an individual on the basis of 
his administrative abilities to 
manage the city's affairs. 
The commission, which is to 
select the city-manager, was not 
established until the Nov. 4 elec- 
tion. 
Gunn Is soliciting applications/ 
through the    International City 
Management Association. Appli-. 
cations have been received from 
various parts of the nation. 
Gunn is performing this ser- 
vice through the Institute of Gov- 
ernment, an organization estab- 
lished within Eastern's political j 
science department concerned     . 
with   aiding   governmental  of- . 
flcials In areas of public admin- 
istration. 
Gunn Is associate director of 
the Institute, which was formed 
last year. 
Mexican Program Opened 
For Summer School Students 
Art Shew Dee. 7-9 
Kappa PI, national,art honor- 
ary, is sponsoring a student art 
exhibit from 3 to 7 p.m., Decem- 
ber 7 through 9 in Walnut Hall 
of   toe Student Onion  Building. 
Observatory New  Open 
The Physics Department will 
open the observatory on Park 
Drive from 9 to 10 p.m. Tues- 
days from now until Christmas. 
The opening hopefully will heigh- 
ten Interest in an astronomy 
course which will be offered next 
semester here. Admission to toe 
observatory will be free. Mars, 
Juipiter and Saturn should be 
visible during December. 
Owens Banquet Upcoming 
Cwens 20th Annual Christmas 
Banquet for freshmen women and 
all Cwens alumni will be Wed- 
nesday   Dec 10, In the Student 
Union Cafeteria. 
The banquet will be buffet 
style and the program is titled 
"Christmas In Foreign Lands." 
Tickets are IS- and can be, 
bought from any Cwen or in 
room 108 Combs. 
Browning Te Speak 
Dr. Gordon Browning, associ- 
ate professor of English at 
Eastern, will be the guest speak- 
er at the English Canterbury 
Club's December meeting on next 
Wednesday at 6 p.m. in theGrise 
Room, Combs Building. 
New membership is needed for 
the organization Dr. John Long, 
faculty sponsor for the dub, said 
that all students are welcome 
at this meeting. 
Christian Athletes Meet 
The Fellowship of Christian 
Athletes meets each Thursday at 
7 a.m. to toe Student Union for 
prayer breakfast.  
A new program is being In- 
corporated into regular courses 
offered by Eastern for students 
interested In summer school in 
Mexico at the Iastttuto, Tech- 
nolog*co V De Estwhos Super- 
lores De Monterrey. 
A summer semester will be- 
gin July 12 and end Aug. 20 
with all courses offered, fully 
accredited and transferable. The 
primary aim of this institute is 
' to give a mastery of the spoken 
and written language, and a co- 
ordinated knowledge of the life, 
literature, history, and culture 
of Mexico. 
The total cost of the summer 
session is $390 which includes 
tuition, double room, board, med- 
ical attention, maid service, and 
laundry. •*SB*S "9 
Admission fo? the Uhdergrso- 
uate and Graduate students re- 
quire enrollment for full credit, 
maximum age of 55 and a B' 
average is desired though no 
language is necessary. 
Graduate    students must hold 
a bachelor of arts degree. For 
further    Information the office: 
of Dr. C.L. Nelson, 209Cammacki5 
may be contacted. 
WEKU Plans 30 Hours 
Of Seasonal Programming 
i 
WEKU-F M will broadcast more 
than 30 hours of seasonal pro- 
gramming beginning Sunday. In- 
cluded In the broadcasting will 
be a combination of popular mus- 
ic, classical selections and per- 
formances by Eastern students 
and faculty. 
According to Jim Ridings, as- 
sistant co-ordinator of radio at 
the campus station "Thepopular . 
music programs wil have a wide 1 
appeal with the variety of selec- I 
ions ranging    from Herb Alpert 
to Jackie Gleason. The program 
should reach   both young and old 
listeners." 
SPECIAL 
Ampex Ton* Tripper 
Compact Cassette Tape Player 
Value   24.95 
omptere  wirn  M. 
pre-recorded tapes Value    11.90 
Total Value   $36.85 
Special at $24.95 
/Iri&njr DHJtjfi STORE w: MAX AWL        4IMSM Kt 
It's Out ef the Bag 
ANDY'S Serves Good Pino 
m 14 Varieties 
/    \ Cheese  ...  
m * Onions    
/ ANDY'S SPECIAL 
/ Sausage  
/ Pepperoni  
/ Kosher Salomi .... 
Beef  
Green Pepper .... 
Mushroom  
Tuna Fish  
Shrimp  
Anchovies  
ROUSE   SPECIAL 
ANDY'S Pizzo Palace 
CARRY OUT 
110 South Second Street 423-5400 
.! 
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Majority Are 
Silent Support 
^^t^s^mmr^^^^ ,xmm*x&*w** Eastern Progress, Thurs., Dae. 4, 1969, Pogo 
BY PATRICIA CASK 
Staff 
present plan of action. Senior "I think America has a corn- 
Bill Gibson fromBeatryville said, mltment In Vietnam, not only In 
"I would have to be in favor of helping the South Vietnamese 
complete and Immediate with- people achieve their freedom, but 
drawal because I feel it (the war) to also aid safeguarding Amert- 
is illegal, immoral and altogether can democracy." 
^Hotrver, the opposite opinion '■—» WH*toew- 
was also expressed. "I'mfor es- 
A random sampling of 
Eastern students this week 
I has disclosed that the ma- 
jority of those interviewed 
Mgreed with President Nix- 
jon's proposal for   planned 
I troop withdrawal from Viet- 
nam. 
Of the 20 Interviewed, 14 (70%) 
favored the President's proposal, 
I five     (25%) favored immediate 
I withdrawal and one (5%) favored 
escalation of the wax. 
The  opinion of the majority 
of those interviewed wasexpres- 
| sed by Carl Dozier, senior, Ches- 
1 ""^along with thePr.eld.nt. ^U»V "'«  »« * ^*JM* 
I'm In the silent majority. There time before we will be fighting 
ODJWUTIB   «•   aw   .-..». — •—— ■ 
h.-,.,., .,     Senior Snawna Cartwrlght from- WQ ar# becoming more and more calation, for all out bombing of Broml#y mU§ ..j am gUdhe(Nl- aocU1 ^4^   being military." 
»    .        _»      . _«_^_        ■ ■»    ■■ - - * ——    ...       •      a a 1 11 11 ■     1 •*    M11 Hanoi and Hattlmg.""Jtoy ^TTplSiuif withdrawal. 
Brown, a Junior from Lexington. *' 
Former  Marine's   View 
Neither group believes In all 
"I hope It is not   politically worK and no play, and have many 
motivated; I hope It is for the annuai dances along with weekend 
cood for the people of the count- nartiea ■. 
Veteran   Dick   Howard,  who ■£■ xo^J ^^  ^ a me88 >■*£■•    afternoons    for a CG 
fft i«t tvi^ bS If we^muat the beat he can to get out of it. wlth  M,  date  at the Penacle 
MJLi?lt?am th^Vietnam wZr »  *»* h<** tt'g ,or ** *?* * ln B«r*» *»n ** group en^ musicians. iXttJSSSE. ^country, not for pouttcalrea- thn  ^of   regJUng^ wh£* 
I don't think we should withdraw, 80M* 
CAMPUS BRIEFS 
Insurance Recruiters Here Next Wednesday 
Recruiters from the Aetna In- aaement. claims adjustment and     Dr. E^^S^0*" °r^°£Z 
.urance    Company     Lexington, underwriting. of a paper presented by Dr. Juan 
wii^tervlaTp^W^e\m5     Students \hould  make an ap- F.   Villa   of   the University  of 
DSeeslornaUonwldePUcement polntment  to  be Interviewed ln North  Carolina on    compounds 
S  tatar^Iw^ for Posmonsto Third Floor, Jones Building.        treatment of leukemia, 
managerial training, office man- "999 ••• 
Lyle Wolfrom, assistant pro- Dr Rlcnard Hengel| professor 
lessor of music at Eastern, has ^ music fhMry at Eastern, has 
been named principal cellist 01 b-#J| elected to txM wrltor mem. 
the Lexington Philharmonic Or- ^rshlp of the American Society 
chestra. • of Composers, Authors and Pub- 
An arUcle by Wolfrom, -The Ugherg (ASCAP). 
CeUlst and His Bass," appears — :  
In toe summer issue of The A- PomilafltV 
merican String   Teacher   Mag- rUpUICUIiy 
■■ azlne. He Is instructor of the eel-      .-_Uj_. trmmt -__ ^v lo and string bass at Eastern.     (Ooattened from nge oa») 
CGs, PRs 
( froaa Page Eight) 
by Perrill; "One of our primary 
objectives Is to have a good time. 
IDEAL CAFE has 
Moved to Eastern 
By-Pass Near 
Holiday Inn. Now 
Under The Name Of 
COLONIAL INN 
Angle 
sre a lot of people who don't 
say anything either way. They are 
going to leave it up to him. It's 
I going to be his baby all the way." 
Some     students,     however, 
I voiced strong disapproval of the 
them again and It Is better there 
than here." 
The Richmond   senior added. 
wolfrom spent August as eel- era, Guy CoTson, Ralph Cox and 
lo soloist st the Ohio Music Richard Judson. Alternates 
Camp on South Bass Island ln Mike Jones and Mike H*™** 
Lake Erle.playlng Vivaldi's Con- The election of Mr. and MISS 
certo ln D Major, and as a con- Popularity will be next Monday, 
ductor  of the  ceUo choir of 19 from   10:20   a.m.   unttl  5  p.m. 
in the lobby of the Student U- 
nlon Building. All Eastern stud- 
ents are eligible to vote for 
one senior man and coed. 
The election of Mr. and Miss 
Popularity should be based on 
his or her contributions to East- 
ern's social atmosphere, popu- 
• •• 
Money making   Is not a basic     Dr.   Helno A. Luts and Dr. 
concern of the two groups like Howard B. Powell assocUtepro- 
It   Is   for most organltatlona. fessors of chemistry at Eastern, 
Mieha.1   cowman    a  senior p*'» ■•" muaa at Homecoming presented papers at the recent 
••I>Y.l>«.li.Vl.tt.mtlirMUm.> ta. altaaUoa from .till •aott.r ^yJ^U tt..£by £. "111- Richmond, V.. »u arUa ot ualveralty Ufa. 
and *> act advoeat. withdraw "*•• rnlMM Nlaoo tary Scladc. D„»rtm.at. Dr.    Luta' Paw   coocarDad     Mr- „* Mlaa PopaJarlly ar. 
SU^ord^l-.r^d. "MM*.. Mj-MM-litfl. J««^  <»J£ "STiJS 
>y General 
November, 1967. 
should withdraw Immediately. I I feel as though Immediate wlth- 
thlnk the war has gone on too drawal would dlminlah (our ser- 
long. We are loosing too many of vicemen'a ) honor. I feel that our 
our country's future leaders." hands are tied ln the war. 
. Ruth Mulllns, a Louisville "We will be there for some 
Westmoreland ln freshman, felt that there Is a pur- time, but I feel that any time 
Vietnam 
(Oeatfaaed from Page Oas) 
friendly despite 
"Our organisations always help 
each other out; we're a friendly 
rivalry," Ferrill said. 
r.    te' paper   concerne  
some new compounds tested by 
a leading pharmaceutical com- gton"e" Eastern's yearbook. A 
puny.   Some   of  them  Indicated ftLCUity' committee recommended, 
■t*miMie   euevnin    — A S~>\ *. —_    — ..Ai\»n/4 specific central nervous system 
activity   as   antlanxlety agents. 
Dr. Powell's paper, which was 
co-written with A.M. Gordon of 
24 
ROAD (ENCO) 
HR. 
WRECKER 
Judiciary 
AGGRESSION   . 
FROM THE NORTH? 
(OoaUmed Page Six) 
Troop Strenth of 1965 - 
American 
ARVN 
NLF 
18L000 
679,000 
230,000 
that have possible use as 
organic rubber." 
Messiah 
"ln-i 
KIPA Meeting 
(Department of Defense figures. 
Washington Post, April 14,19V0 
"When the sharp Increase in 
the American Military effort 
began ln early 1965 It was es- 
timated that only 400 North Viet- 
namese soldiers were among the 
enemy forces ln the south which 
totaled  140,000 at  that time." 
feasibility of public support of 
(Senator Mike Mansfield(D-Mont) private colleges, the need for an 
Speech at Yeshlva University, increase ln state funds to public 
June 16,1966) schools, the status of the Univer- 
sity of Louisville as an   entry 
WHO ARE THE CASUALTIES?   into   the  state  system and  the 
1. 
cans   
255 000 wounded. Ammerman said the convention 
2. It Is difficult to estimate "should be a learning experience 
civilian casualties in South Viet- for all concerned, and should help 
nam because of the long standing, build a unified student press In 
custom of including dead civil- Kentucky." 
lans in the body count of Other KIPA officers are Ellen 
' killed ln action. /,,. Bennett, Western Kentucky U- 
to 95% of the people we niversity, nrat vice president; 
pose ln our •commitment in Viet- Communist  aggression   can be 
nam stopped It must be. They have tak- 
"I     agree  with     Preeident •» »*»» °th«r Paople'a freedom 
Nixon's   proposal for peace ln that we take for granted, and we 
VXE&&9S&.Z ss ind dS: s go33* s~i--s gs^x 
American troop, should continue Planned wlttulrawal will give die    M «■Jlj*jkjtafc«j ^ £ 
fighting untU an honorable p~ce ^H ^•miraonr^te^rt-'S'cl^^ 
can be acheived through peace a^,^.^.*m •"**ctato free" %$? ae board listens to any 
oa. dommore. JUtemVting circumstances, such 
gaiWBWW^^ persoj^l      problems     or 
'•: previous     convictions     for of-  P^ru, "will be"" accompanied "b^ 
:• fenses. the Eastern Symphony Orchestra 
Then the Board is closed again 
and the Senior Class accepted, 
a recent recommendation that 
the Senior Class assume respon- 
sibility for sponsoring this tra- 
the University of Miami, waa on mtiooii  honor. 
new  methods to simplify orefi 
paratlon   of  complex 
SERVICE 
PHONE 623-9711 
JESSE STORY (Manager) 
RICHMOND ENCO 
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER 
■ 
'■■• 
i 
1 
pre-* 
materials 
negotiations  
(Continued frees Page Six) 
The singing of the Handel worl 
o£ ty Eastern's 160-volce Oratory 
and the members   aeciae on a -, - 
punishment by a two-tblrdavote.R OOITI   bearClieS 
Tho ™int«hment  wiU be recom- *^-v J e pu is ll  
Murray State University, secre- mended to either    the Dean of 
.)   tary; Terry Meckstrotb, Asbury Men or $& Dean of Women  as 
College, treasurer, and SonJaFo- tn€ C^M Q^y be> 
ley, Eastern, corresponding sec-     if the student  is not satisfied 
retary. with toe  Board's    decision, he 
Edwards, a veteran of college Q^ appeal the case to the Stu- 
press conventions ln Indiana and dent  Affairs  Committee within 
co-editor of The Progress, said flve day8 after the Board hearing, 
the KIPA convention "Is the best-     Mr. Donald   H. Smith, assls- 
.u...t<i.Ar4   TNeA    soan    cw\ rhaa f«f%1«   • a      J^._  -*  ^aul««ta     rv^oH  frtal' 
( Page Four) 
Involved shall be present unless 
concerted efforts to locate hli 
are unsuccessful." 
"enemy" 
3.    90 
More than   46,000 Ameri- status of education for minority  gtructured I've seen on the col- tant  dean of students, noted that p^!"!f"non0 JJKi.-dS? todSI 
have been killed and over students. _ *     leglate level." "the     Judicial  Board  system ¥*ed "^^^•»^Dr^:r 
MPA faculty adviser, aregiv., to. residence hall student #y
u£E2^^dE^r1 
Charles Reynold., University of J chUice to be heard by his i^^o^dedTatetoand 
Kentucky; Robert Adams, West± paar, U h9 So desires." , -ESf IJiSl™ 
era; Dr.  L.J.  Hortln,  Murray,     "Equal  and fair hearings pro-j.1* 
and Katharine Lowery, Paducah tect   the rights of both     those I 
Community Colege. accused of   violating the righte | 
nta attending the con- Df other, and those whose rlghti ] 
been    violated    by 
accused." 
3. 90 o fi s Vehtton. wUl represent more than ^^ 
have killed or wounded ln South Joe Edwards, Eastern, second 15 Kentucky cOllegea andunlver-  
Vietnam have been southerner., vice president, Lynn    Resnirt, glttOT> 
ilRNAM & RITFEK 
"REAL ESTATE11 
Wont to buy or itl 
ClMck with us for ol 
ttfot* 
"Wo dm to M 
Caperton Burnam 
Real Estate Broker 
Phone «2S-4tl5 
M. Rltter 
Real Estate Broker 
Phone sts-1500 
S*"*81 
Madison County Grand Jury 
Criticizes Security Force 
(Oiattaail tram Page One) ,tugl ^^ ^^y be dosed untll| 
Ufor $18,844 to the Murphy Ele- we find who set the Are." 
vator company of Louisville for Four Eastern students lm- 
repalr of toe elevator where toe plicated ln putting the paper ln 
fire started. Earlier estimate, the' elevator were to have ap- 
of damage to the elevator bad peered before the Disciplinary 
been $25,000. Board yesterday and today. 
Bids on other repairs for Polygraph testa given to the 
Todd's 11th floor will open Dec. four indicate that they did not 
18 with 60 days for completion, set toe fire, Dr. Martin said. 
Men from the 11th floor who There were no Injuries caused 
have been evacuated to Keene by the fire, which began at ap- 
Hall wlU remain there "until proxlmately 2 a.m. and did ap- 
nud-February."     Dr.      M^^™ proxlmately $50,000 damage. 
Dr.   Martin  has   called    the 
Investigation of the Are Is con- flre "the most dangerous thing 
president   said, since  I've  been  here (1960)." 
Pot*** 
Etienne 
Nina 
■V**' 
Bass 
ShlcY Aaoms 
SmartSM 
ColWoo-Coroor 
N. 2nd St. Roblee 
Vonelff H#* 
... Men's & Women's NATIONAtLY ADVERTISED BRAND 
NAME SHOES are available in Richmond at Discount prices. 
STOP ir AND SAY HELLO — WE'RE OPEN 10 A.M. TO t P.M. DAILY 
Located hi Cofcgs 
Directly Across Fro. 
Tbo University Inn. 
* Eastorn ly-Pass 
(Across from Univ. Inn). 
V 
/ 
JUMPERS 
For your busy 
Schedule 
Versetile bonded wool, 
weer with o knit pull- 
over lor dressy crepe 
blouse. i 
Dork colors end 
pastels ll.veV' 
SAMPLE SHOES 
* Now circle RcL. Lexington 
* Imperial Plan. Lexington 
Amerkard - Master Charge - Stopper's Charge Accepted Student Charges Opened 
BHWHWaisaai ■HBBnEHBBBBHi ff^M^Z&WKM^M OHM mm®, H  H :
Jtmm§kMmm*m®  i eaOl 
I r 
Paoe) 10, Eastern Progress, Thurs., Dec. 4, 
(The View 
{From Here 
IPAQ y******:^^^ 
IWesterh Carolina First Home Foe 
I   Colonels Meet Top-Ranked   LaSalle At Palestra On Wednesday 
Bv K*»l PARK Proortss Soorts Idilor 
Ohio Valley Conference basketball teams have taken ffi 
a big step this season in an attempt to make the league & 
one ol the most respected in the nation. gi 
This big step is in the form of tougher competition $ 
from outside the conference. Austin Peay and Aliddle w 
Tennessee have added St. Francis to their schedules,;.::;, 
while Tennessee Tech travels to a Big Ten school, Iowa, || 
for a contest. _ nn     * • gjj 
The Mast Tennessee Bucanneers, 1967-68 OVC co- $ 
champions with Murray, recently participated in the £* 
Jacksonville Classic with Morehead, and with Jackson- :& 
Conference. 
BY JACK FROST 
Staff Sports Reporter 
After a disappointing    loss to 
Big Ten power Michigan State 
Coach   Guy   Strong   will   unveil 
his 1969-70 team to the home crowd 
this   Saturday   night  at 8 p.m. 
against Western Carolina. 
With Boyd Lynch leading the 
way, the Colonels proved that 
they are capable of having a 
great year. In the Michigan 
State game Eastern held an 
11-point lead during the first 
half, but fouls in the late going 
proved to be the downfall. 
Lynch   pumped   in   32 points 
and grabbed 16    rebounds in an 
outstanding     effort despite    a 
broken hand he received     five 
weeks ago. 
Carl Greenfield had one of his. 
best games since he has been 
at  Eastern  scoring  17  points. 
Western Carolina, under first- 
year coach Jim Hartbarger has 
a 1-3 record. Carolina defeated 
Piedmont, 109-81, in its first 
contest, then lost consecutive 
games to Elon 100-86, Catawoa, 
78-77   and East Carolina, 102- 
57.     Despite     the  early rough 
going 
tl mis tic 
Hartbarger 
about Oils season. 
is still op- 
He has reason to be, because 
he has three former high school 
AU-Americans i on his squad. 
They are Woody Wright, Larry 
"Go-Go"- Bryant, and MikeStump. 
Wright and Grant start and give 
good support to leading scorer 
Gene McConnell who is averag- 
ing 14.2 points a game. 
Grant, a 6-foot guard baa 
been compared to former west- 
ern Carolina star Henry Logan, 
now playing with the Washington 
Caps of the American Basket- 
ball Association. 
Other  starters  for  Western 
Carlina   are   Paul Lite, a 6-7 
center, and Willard   Kindrlck, a 
6-5 forward. 
Starting his second season at 
the helm of the LaSalle Explor- 
ers is former NBA great Tom 
Goia. The Colonels play La- 
Salle Wesnesdav in Philadelphia's 
famous U. of Penn Palestra. 
The Explorers return only one 
starter from last season's 23-1 
team.    He is sophomore   Ail- 
AmerlcanJSejmy Durrett a 6-7 
center, who averaged 20 points 
per game last season. 
' Seniors Fran Dunphy, Stan 
witalec and Ed Holier are ex- 
pected to give Gola the exper- 
ience he needs in the starting 
lineup. After, sitting out a 
year for surgey on both knees. 
sophomores Bill Pleas, a 6-6 
forward helps Durrett out on 
the boards. 
Two forwards Ron Kennedy 
(6-6) and Jeff Picconer (6-5), 
give Gola able relief men. 
viile and Florida of the Southeastern onference. %4*gg:^^^ 
The Kentucky member OVC schools have ventured ••••••• *?*•-•        . 
further in scheduling tougher opponents. Morehead was     e^e^BjeigeMBjBi WI^M ^■■■■■^"^■■i I «    f   • 1       ' r^   i T"^      1 Michigan State Edges 
Eastern In Close Game 
a part of the Jacksonville Classic, ahd Murray plays such 
big-name foes as Kansas, Bradley, and* Canisius. 
Western's and Eastern's 1969-70 schedules ase more 
demanding than any of those of other OVC schools. 
Western's Hilltoppers have away contests with St. Fran- 
cis, Duquesne, and at the Jayhawk Classic in Lawrence, 
Kan., which features Kansas and the University of Texas 
-El Paso (formerly Texas Western). The 'Toppers also 
have home games with LaSalle and Dayton. 
Eastern's head coach, Guy Strong, has put together 
perhaps the toughest card in the whole league. Five of 
the eight non-league foes for the Colonels are well-known 
college basketball teams. Big Ten powerhouse Michigan 
State, LaSalle, Dayton, Canisius, and Virginia Tech pro- 
vide the stiff competition for Eastern. 
With these foes staring OVC coaches in the face, it 
could be a long winter. 
THREE YARDS FROM AN UPSET 
Austin Peay, a team that had posted only a 2-4 OVC 
record l>efore the East Tennessee contest, came within 
three yards of upsetting the Bucs in both squads final 
regular season game of the season. 
Playing against the league's toughest defense (only 
246.7 yards per contest), the Govs trailed only 14-12 and 
had the Jwll with 40 seconds left in the game. Austin 
Peay quarterback John Kok hit flanker Howell Flatt 
with a pass on the Bucs' 40 yard line and it appeared 
that Flatt would go all the way. 
However, All-OVC safety Al Guy managed to catch 
Flatt from behind and force him to fumble the ball on 
the three yard line. East Tennessee's linebacker-fullback, 
Bubba Timms, fell on the ball in the end zone for an 
automatic touch back, and the Bucs went on to finish the 
game, and the conference season, undefeated. 
The Bucs face Louisiana Tech Dec. 13 in the Grant- 
land Rice Bowl. 
BY JIMMY HOUSE 
Staff Sports Reporter 
The host Spartans, paced by sqnad    less than a week before 
Ralph  Simpson's        36 points, because of a broken bone in! 
broke the game    open midway •booting hand, and for Bryant, 
En«t«m»s  basketball Colonels through   the second  stanza and naa praencea only three days 
lostln ea7lyT-?oS? uSnSd ™ * IS point, with only 4:35 th.  laet     two wed. with the 
suffered M    wST seSackto -howlng on the clock. / team due to an Injury. 
Lynch   and Greenfield led the    Strong, however,     was     not, 
Colonels in a final effort as the pleased    with the overall team- 
whittled the deficit to Just leadership    noting     that sites 
two as the clock showed 20 sec- Juggling the lineup   because of 
paced the losers onds.   Greenfield,   according to foul.tw*H^"the guard play sud, 
in    MMKUJ coach  Guy Strong,  grabbed  a denlyfellapi 
"lion's share" of rebounds and Strong again looks for his 100th 1 
"kept us in the game" during collegeiate coaching victory as- 
the latter stages. *&• Colonels    take on a tough 
an    89-85 
Big    Ten power Michigan State 
at East Lansing Monday night 
in the season   opener for both }ocalB 
squads. 
Boyd Lynch 
by pouring 
grabbed 16    rebounds despite a 
doubtful starting status. Carl 
Greenfield     followed  with    17 for Western Carolina Club Saturday 
the night in Alumni Coliseum. points, Willie Woods contrl- .  Strong    •>" **££* buted 15, and Toke Coleman and Lynch, who had    rejoined 
George Bryant   scored 12   and   . ... i       T    • t *   • ** 
"W&rsr'fcA-Aaron Marsh Likes Life 
the field and outrebounded their '"«•»"»•"*       w* 
S3?■aftEr-""-'As Pro StarWith Boston 
Eastern jumped on top by 11 
early In the contest and held on 
Four Returning Starters 
Eastern's four returning starters are shown 
in action against the Western Hilltoppers 
last year. All four scored in double figures 
against the Michigan State Spartans Monday 
night Boyd Lynch (30) led the way with 32 
points, followed by Carl Greenfield (54) with 
17 points, Willie Woods (24) with 15 points, 
and Toke Coleman (22) with 12. 
(Photo by D. A. Rains) 
to a six-point   margin at inter- 
mission, 45-39. 
Coach Combs 
Evaluates Eels 
Eastern Kentucky's swimming 
Eels splash into their regular 
season this Thursday and Friday 
with meets against the Univer- 
sity of Louslville and Eastern 
Michigan in the Donald G. 
Combs  Natatorlum  at  7  p.m. 
Coach Combs called the recent 
intrasquad meet "a real show of 
our talent and ready spirit. We 
also had our weaknesses exposed, 
but the only surprises were plea- 
sant ones." 
BY AL CLARK 
Statf Sports Reporter 
BY AL CLARK 
Staff Sports Reporter 
There were no excuses from 
coach Guy Strong Tuesday morn- 
ing after his Eastern basketball 
squad returned from East Lan- 
sing, Mich. 
"We didn't really look too bad 
out on the floor," Strong said. 
CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST. 
RICHMOND,  KENTUCKY 
Where You Get Quality 
One-Hour Dry Cleaning And 
Three-Hour Shirt Service 
6 Pays A Week 
THE 
College Life Insurance Company 
Of America 
• . . featuring the Me insurance plan design- 
ed especially for college men, sold exclusively 
to college men. Ask now about "THE BENE- 
FACTOR" 
Strong Says No Excuses For Loss _   . , ... O s xhis was in reference to sev- 
"Our rebounding was adequate* things. We've had two of our first oral outstanding performances, 
(Eastern outrebounded Michigan six men out recently because of highlighted by Ron Hollhan's rec- 
State, 48-45). I wasn't even di«- injuries," Strong said. ord shattering 200 breaststroke. 
pleased with some of the other Both Boyd Lynch, who scored Hollhan broke his own pool rec- 
facete of our game, but the foul 32 points and collected 17 re- ord in the 200 and unofficially 
shooting was atrocious, (17 of 31 bounds, and George Bryant, who smashed the 100 breast record 
for Eastern compared to 25 of came off the bench to connect with a 1:01:9 off a relay start 
35 for the Spartans). ,  for nine markers, have missed    Others praised by Combs #ere 
CINCINNATI- Aaron Marsh, 
former Mr. Everything when it 
came to catching footballs for 
Eastern, is quite happy with the 
role he's played for the past two 
seasons. 
He Is now a sort of Jack-of- 
all-trades with the Boston Pa- 
triots of the American Football 
League. Marsh was drafted In 
1967 as a wide receiver and 
split end, but in recent weeks 
has been occupying a position 
in the defensive backfield. 
"Pro football is the best thing 
in the world as far as I'm con- 
cerned," Marsh said. "We play 
on 18 Sundays , including   the ex- 
it." 
Marsh showed concern about 
his alma mater. He wasn't up 
on the happenings Of the Col- 
onel football team "because its 
tough to get news from the 
South in Boston." 
"Being a professional ath- 
lete is quite different than that of 
AARON MAB8H 
Best— Defeaelve Bark 
Marsh  Is  looking  lor more 
small  college players to start | 
hitting the pros. 
"Witt the scouting system they 
.,**   M^S*^ Pr.Cc.   ,Ulte  ^IS^I^^JffZ^S-^^^^^TJ^i^^^ 
NOW. 
sharply 
help you get 
first three years. 
o 
NOW 
Ufa 
ii 
NOW. , 
facts from yc 
representative. 
o 
NOW . . . y« 
about the IENEFACTOR . . . 
Hit policy pi—ni exchoWety 
for coaeoe MOW. 
"A little'time now can pay off 
in a lifetime of satisfaction." 
mzm> 
tail 
See William A. Manz 
"Associate Alumni" 
Your College Life Representative 
113 Windsor Drive 623 6460 
the best players injhe country, actually scouting   the good ball 
L 
'If s  really unbelleveable what 
BOt to be termed a prestigious Lynch was out with a broken 
game for us. It was the fir* in his shooting hand, and Bryant best times of the new season. 
time we    had   ever   played   a was out for ten days with an in- Hagood's Maroon team pulled a > £«. P*f»» «■ * 
Big Ten school/Strong said."Of 'ected rl«M le«- ;•"*" "P8** a9WL^m   U,!ST!L 
course I'm disappointed with the     "Experience also playedarole load Whites, capturing both the « 
outcome. We should have won the in the ball game," Strong said. M    ^_ 
ball game. "I'm   rather   certain that with f00 '"« '•»»* •** *• *°? »•*; 
"We   haven't been able to put some more actual game ttme.Bil-le* J*1**' to route *° tte meet 
everything  together  Just yet. It ly Burton wouldn't have commit- *lc*°5r,J 
Just happens to be one of those ted the fouls he did. 
played    against maybe four or 
good players   each week. 
This is a challenge each time 
goes on in our scouting depart- 
ment.   It seems now that every 
.— .„,♦ college   standout   has a chance ires son .   w- M_ 
Flay it on, 
1i1 IMl 
barely edging out a fast-closing    or Thursday or FiMviJP»|-, gals, 'Marsh played   sparingly. 
Jim Schwarb^AMtneThigh point tice, of course, during ^ ^ He was on the punt return team 
Don Yellman, a fast coming but then the nights are our own. ^ alao   occupi,,! a position in 
We have a curfew, but you know ^ dutvmiY9 backfield. 
me " Marsh said. ======__  
and on 
you go out on the field. 
"I also   enjoy this   <ne sort tobedraltedi by some pro team," 
of living     arrangement  all pro y^nh ^^ 
icarl Brubaker, a potential All- athletes  have  going  for them,     J^J^    ^   Patriot's   25-14 
American, won the 200freestyle. We'll come into^a city on eith- ^dory over the Cincinnati Ben- 
Sony's 
Vest Pooket 
Radio 
was 
frosh from California, who 
did well in the' sprint free style 
events and won a tentative birth 
on 400 free relay. 
Ken Klein did well in the back- 
stroke events and Jim CaUahaa 
and John Davenport, both fresh- 
man, turned in excellent times 
in the individual medley. Coach 
Combs also expressed delight in 
Chris Webb and Bob Webler, who 
swam the distance freestyle e- 
vents and seem ready to fill 
in for Jay Chanley, who is out 
with an injury. 
"I was especially pleased with 
our divers, Ken Walters, Scott 
Gallant and Bob Sandford. Coach 
Lichty has done an outstanding 
Job Witt them." 
Lichty added,"AU three per- 
formed well on the low board, 
especially Scott (Gallant). We 
still need work on the' high, but 
with three men as talented as 
these, it will not be too hard to 
Improve and improve fast." 
DALE'S 
Sinclair i 
FREE PICK UP 
AND DELIVERY 
24-HOUR 
WRECKER SERVICE 
Eosfern iy-Pass 
"; 
"Par AE Yaw »» 
When the battery in Sony's ICR-200 gets 
feeble, recharge itl And It's ready to go. 
The ICR-200 weighs a mere 6 ozs.—and has 
advanced integrated circuitry—the same cir- 
cuitry that is used 4n computers. There's 
also e special oval speaker for superior tone. 
All controls are on top for easy tuning, and 
a slide rule dial for accurate station selec- 
tion. What's more, it comes with a battery 
charger that lets you recharge while the set 
Is playing. Slim and stylish In ebony or red 
with chrome,'this Sony pocketable comes 
with e soft leather Case and earphone. How 
much? Less than you think. - - -i — 
SONY* 
Kentucky Central Lift Insurance Company 
At Eastern Kentucky Univenlty 
Phil Ruchk. Aotncy. 236 Weyne Or. 623-7966 
Ron Home 
Seta Reprewntsthrt 
623-1460 
$29.95 
WALTERS 
APPLIANCE   CO. 
COLLEGE PARK SHOPPING CENTER 
EASTERN BY-PASS DIAL 623-7545 
Many good life insurance and savings plans are 
being offered to college seniors and graduate stu- 
dents today, but one stands head and shoulders 
above the others. 11t's Kentucky Central's Univer- 
sity Key Plan. Better protection. Better provisions. 
No military exclusions. f Talk to Kentucky Central's 
University Key representative on your campus 
today. For a better future. With the standout. 
i 
tifle Team 
Has 3-2 
Season 
Eastern's varsity rifle team, 
-hlch Is sponsored by the athletic 
nd military science department 
nd competes In the Ohlo-Ken- 
ucky Collegelato Rifle League, 
as compiled a 3-2 record 
his season. 
Eastern has defeated Middle 
ennessee, Xavier andMorehead 
rhlle losing to Murray and the 
Jnlverslty of Kentucky. 
Tony Gruelle, captain of the 
jquad    recently   won   a second 
•lace medal at the Kentucky State 
ndoor International Rifle Match 
the University of Kentucky* 
Frosh Squad 
Plays Berea 
The Eastern freshmen basketr 
|>all team opens Its season to* 
light on the Berea College cam- 
IUS. 
Coach Jack Hissom, at the helm 
it the Colonel yearlings for the 
alrd consecutive year, wUl haVe 
t* charges ready for the 7:00 
Hn. contest. 
The Eastern freshmen team 
rill be led by Charley Mitchell, 
Vede Upchurch, Phil Storm and 
Hvince Mrazavich. 
Eastern Progress, Thurs., Dec. 4, T969, Page 11 
Morehead Wins Last 
Game Of Season, 23-11 
Taylor Congratulated By President Martin 
Teddv Tavlor. who was named to th<* first-team All-Amerlcan 
souad early this week, Is congratulated by President Robert 
R Martin as Coach Roy Kldd looks on. Last year, Taylor 
received Honorable Mention AH-Amerlcan honors. He has 
also been selected All-OVO for the past three seasons. 
(Staff Photo by Thomas D. Riddell) 
BY BOB BABBAOE 
Staff Sports Reporter 
Sparked by a stingy defense, 
Morehead State University took 
advantage of numerous errors, 
a strong wind, and an enthusi- 
astic hometown crowd to whip the 
Colonels 23-11 at Morehead Nov. 
22- 
Coach Roy Kidd gave little rea- 
son for the loss, saying "we 
just got beat," adding that East- 
ern doesn't take the Morehead 
game seriously enough. 
The Eagles, on the other hand, 
were out to prove they were "a 
better Ball club than some peo- 
ple thought," according to their 
coach, Jake Hallum. The Eag- 
les' locker room had been cov-. 
ered with signs reminding play- 
ers of the 35-7 defeat in 1968 
to the Colonels. 
Coach Hallum felt that two of 
his three seniors on the team, 
defensive ace Dave Haverdlck 
and quarterback Bill Marston, 
played the best game of their 
career. 
Hallum felt that Teddy Taylor, 
the Colonel's All-Amerlcan can- 
didate, deserved the top- 
billing he had received. "We 
couldn't do anything to keep him 
away," Hallum stated. 
The Colonels held Morehead to 
minus yardage and no first downs 
for most of the first half, un- 
til Marston got his team roll- 
ing and climaxed a long drive 
with a 24-yard touchdown pass. 
Eastern's Ralph Glllesple, who 
had missed field goal attempts 
of 27,42 and 37 yards in the first 
half mostly due to a strong wind, 
finally connected from 24 yards 
out in the third quarter. It came 
only after the Eagles had added 
a field goal to their credit, as 
the Eagles led 10-3 entering the 
fourth period. 
Marston, again engineering the 
Eagles  through the air, hit end 
Gary Shirk with a 43-yard pass, 
then followed two plays later with 
a 33-yard pas> to John Coning 
who was waiting in the end zone. 
The Colonels, behind 16-3 af- 
ter the Eagles' kick failed, took 
the  MSU  kick  -  off and fought 
their way to a late score from 
a      Bill March-to-Don Buehler 
pass for a four-yard TD. Jim- 
mie Brooks carried the ball over 
to bring Eastern within five points 
of the Eagles. 
Eastern regained possession of 
the ball and freshman quarter- 
back Bob Frlcker was sent In 
for the  shaken-up  Bill  March. 
Morehead thwarted a second 
EKU drive by an interception 
at this point, and two plays lat- 
er Louis Rogan gave the Eag- 
les their victory margin, 23-11, 
with a five-yard touchdown run. 
The final game of the season 
left both teams with 6-4 season 
records. The Colonels finished 
4-3 in the conference, good for 
third place. The Eagles' confer- 
ence record ended at 3-4, for 
a fourth place finish. 
MOV1ES1 fW5UBH 
MOTION PICTURE 
ATTRACTIONS 
HIRAM BROCK 
AUDITORIUM 
December 4 — Thursday 
No Movie 
Brass Choir aad Percussion 
Ensemble 
rooks/Taylor Receive OVC Honors 
Schreiber, Linebarger, Haverdick.Brame 
Unanimous Selections For First Team Unit 
BY JIMMY HOUSE 
Staff Sports Reporter 
Eastern's .Jimmy Brooks and 
Teddy Taylor   were named last 
to   this   year's  All-OVC 
 Conference coaches 
■elected Taylor for the third 
ime while Brooks has been picked 
,ice. 
Taylor piled up 81 tackles and 
18  assists.     Brooks  amassed 
)02 yards during the campaign 
Mr Us second 1000-plus season. 
Tennessee Tech's sensational 
, back, Larry Schreiber, 
the only unanimous pick on 
offensive  unit.     Shcrelber 
rround out 1,522 yards rushing 
push bis career total over the 
D-yard mark. Schreiber was 
chosen the OVC's Offensive 
__yer Of the Year. 
East Tennessee's Doug Une- 
■uarger    Western's     Lawrence 
IB rams,  and  Morehead's  Dave 
averdlck were unanimous choic- 
on the defensive squad. Llne- 
•r -aad Haverdlck were also 
Inamed for the third   time while 
iBrame made the honor squad for 
■the second straight year. Brame, 
la Junior, was named top defensive 
I player in the conference this year. 
I    Austin Peay's   record-break- 
llng split end Harold "Red" Rob- 
(erts and Murray's   Jack Wolf.. 
la Standout tight end, were named 
[to those positions. 
I    At   the offensive tackle slots 
were   Daryl Sadowski of More- 
head  andx Middle  Tennessee's 
Andy Thompson. 
The guards are Murray's 
Don Williams and BUI Swaggerty 
of Tennessee Tech, while John 
Walton of East Tennessee was 
named to the center post. 
Western's   Johnny Vance, who 
racked up 2,164 yards in total 
offense. Is the quarterback. 
Morehead's John High was named 
to the flanker spot. 
Along with Brame at defensive 
end is East Tennessee's Ron Men-. 
dhelm, while Frank Patterson, 
Mendheim's teammate, is si 
tackle. 
David Duval of Middle Tennes- 
see is Linebarger's running mate 
at linebacker. 
The backfleld consists of Bast 
Tennessee's Ai Guy and Bill 
Casey.  Bill Green of Western 
and Tennessee Tech's Joe Mul- 
■ . 
team's punter and the place kick- 
er   is  Ronnie Harrold of East 
Eastern placed three players on 
the second team, guard Fred 
Sandusky on offene* and backs 
Bob Webb and Pete Compassl on 
the defensive unit 
Western and Murray each 
placed five players on the sec- 
ond unit Tight end BUI Rose, 
tackle Romeo Crennel, running 
back Jim Vorhees, flanker Jay 
Davis and Linebacker Jimmy 
Barber   represented     Western. 
Murray players on the squad 
are split end Billy Hess guard 
Ken Pelot, quarterback Matt 
Haug, defensive tackle Dave 
Ford and middle guard Sam Tan- 
dy. 
Austin Peay placed four players 
on the second team—tackle Bruce 
Gibbs, defensive end Jimmy Og- 
den, defensive tackle BonnleSloan 
and defensive back Ronnie Fuqua. 
Running back Louis Rogan, de- 
fensive end Gary Listerman and 
defensive back Ron Gathrlght re- 
presented Morehead on the second 
unit. 
East Tennessee placed line- 
backer Bubba Tims on thesquad 
whUe Middle Tennessee's John 
Beene garnered the center slot. 
Eastern placed three on the 
Honorable Mention list—quarter- 
back BUI March, split end Don 
Buehler  and fullback Butch Ev- 
BURGERMATIC 
ON EASTERN BY-PASS 
Hamburgers 18< 
French Fries 18< 
Chuck Wagon. 
Creamy Milkshakes 
December ft — Friday 
THE RYE OF THE CAT 
Michael Sarrada. 
Gsyle Honeycutt 
December • — Saturday 
No Movie 
Beifr-*^" Western Carolina 
Dcember 8 — Monday 
No Movie 
Mossish Rehersal 
December 8 — Tuesday 
GUESS WHO'S COMING 
TO DINNER 
Katherine Hepburn, 
Sidney' Portier, Spencer Tracy, 
Katharine Houghlon, 
L Cecil Kellaway 
December 10 — Wednesday 
BUONA   SERA, 
MRS. CAMPBELL 
Geaa Lollobrlgida, 
Shelley Winters 
Selected Short Subjects All 
Programs — Ticket Office 
Opens 7:S0 P.M. — Show 
Starts 8:00 P.M. 
Admission 76c Children 
(under 12)—60c 
If you want to do 
your own thing in retailing... 
JIMMY BROOKS TEDDY TAYLOR 
An Conference Tailback Three-Time AB-OVO Oridder 
jTaylor Wins Award As 
Most Valuable Player 
At Eastern Banquet 
John Robert Bell of East Ten- 
nessee was named OVC Coach of 
the Year by a unamlmous vote 
of Ms fellow coaches. 
BeU led the Buccaneers to a 9-1 
record and first place In the con- 
ference. Bast Tennessee meets 
Loulsana Tech in the Grantland 
Rice Bowl Deo. 13.  
Morehead Foe 
For Wrestlers 
Eastern's wrestling team wUl 
have two of its three home meets 
next week. Morehead will be 
here Wednesday night, while Bail 
State invades Alumni Coliseum 
Saturday (Dec 13). 
The match against Morehead 
wUl be at 7 p.m.;andthe Ball 
State encounter starts at 2 p.m. 
RY JIMMY HOUSE 
Staff Sports 
Teddy Taylor was named East- 
iern's Host   Valuable Player as 
wall as top defensive Uneman of 
the year at the annual football 
wards banquet Nov. 24. 
Taylor,    along   with   Jimmy 
Brooks, was named   to the ex- 
clusive Eastern    Colonel Club, 
open to those who consistently 
come up with the big play, wMch 
according  to  Coach Roy Kldd, 
wins footbaU games. 
I,   Brooks, who has Just completed 
Ms   second  straight 1000-yard 
rushing   season  was named the 
^quad's    outstanding    offensive 
back. 
Tom Swarti. a senior   offen- 
sive lineman, 'was presented the 
U0 per cent' award for his ef- 
forts this year. 
Senior Bob Webb was award- 
ed defensive back honors, 
while redshlrt freshman Larry 
Kaalln was named the top de- 
fensive lineman. 
Junior end Don Buehler was 
presented the first Scholar-Ath- 
lete award ever given by Pres- 
ident Robert R. Martin. Bueh- 
ler has compiled a 3.41 stand- 
ing In his four years at East- 
ern. An athlete must have at 
least a 3.1 standing before being 
considered for tbs honor. 
Georgetown College basketball 
coach Dr. Robert Davis deliv- 
ered   the address at the event. 
Quick, Friendly Service 
R°*D    tffkTS)    SERVICE 
24 N^K'gJ'       HOURS 
PHONE 623-3161 
DUANE PARSONS. OWNER 
D & E 
Eastern By-Pass 
ALL PURCHASES 
ENGRAVED FREE 
WHILE YOU WAIT 
Name Brands You Know 
And Trust 
KESSLER JEWELERS 
Richmond's Prestige Diamond Store For 25 Yrs. 
Begley Drug Next Door 623-1292 
V 
•' We're looking for outstanding young people in- 
terested in merchandising careers with Britts, a 
. rapidly growing nationwide chain of prestige de- 
partment stores. 
IF YOU ARE 
e interested in retailing and retail management 
e progressive, with a forward looking attitude 
e willing to learn the fundamentals of retailing 
e willing to relocate with advancement in your job 
• a high school, college or business school graduate. 
WE ARE 
• ready to train you in specific phases of retailing 
e willing to advance you as you learn 
e inviting you to arrange for an interview with: 
Britts Department Stores 
245 Fifth Avenue 
New York, N.Y. 10016 
Att: Personnel Oept.   , 
- 
Winn Dixie Welcomes MM. Students 
INTERVIEW GIVEN   BY OUR N. Y. PERSONNEL DIRECTOR 
DEC. 11-12 FROM 10 A.M. to 7 P.M. 
VdUi*** &U y-d*...***** *> "*< 
lor l-Q Chichi 
WHOLE 
La 7H 
PIPING HOT BAR B Q 
Spirt Ribs 
1" LB. 
Colgate Tool* fasti 
FAMILY SIZE 75* 
LOCAL THRIFTY MAID 
Oraigt Juice 
%GAL. eV#V 
ALL FLAVORS CANNED CHEK DRINKS 
l 
Everyday    Low  Prices 11 FOR 99$ 
How To Plan 
To Post Graduate 
SECURITY 
PROGRAM! 
Making; big plans for the 
years ahead ? Then it's a 
good Idea to remember that 
basic Financial Security 
should be part and parcel of 
those plant. I'll be find to 
give you the facts on how 
life  Insurance can  help 
Georoe Ridings. Jr. 
CLASS OF 1964 
NEW YORK LIFE 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
Luxon Bldg., Big Hill Ave. 
Phone 623-4688 
I 
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JUST IN TIME FOR CHRISTMAS 
Let Us Eaze Your Shopping Chore 
$1495 99 <    to 
YOUR CAMPUS BOOK STORE 
PRESENTS 
THAT FABULOUS 
FALL BOOK SALE 
i _ 
Beginning Monday, Dec, 8th 
SAVINGS OF 50%-70% 
LITERATURE — BIOGRAPHY - POETRY — PHILOSOPHY —PSYCHOLOGY — HUMOR — SCIENCE — REFERENCE — 
HISTORY — RELIGION — ART — TRAVEL — CHILDREN'S BOOKS — COLORED PRINTS. 
* 
CHRISTMAS GIFTS IDEAS - BOOKS MAKE THE PERFECT GIFT FOR EVERYONE 
ROD McKUEN 
STANTON STREET AND OTHERSTORIES   3.95 
LISTEN TO THE WARM 3.95 
THE WORLD OF ROD McKUEN 
GIBRAN - THE PROPHET 4.50 
ENGLISH LEATHER3 
FM AM RADIO 29 
STUFFED ANIMALS \ 
JEWELRY. CHARMS 
GLASSES AND MUG 
OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST 
A.C. DC PHONOGRAPHS 16.88 
TRAVEL CLOCK RADIO 28.88 
SWEAT SHIRTS 2.30/6.00 
TAPE RECORDERS 39.95 
BRIEFCASES   7.95 
TAPES AT EVERYDAY LOW PRICES 
